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How to use your Knowledge Organiser

What is a Knowledge Organiser and how will it help me ?
It is an organised collection of knowledge that you need to know and learn for every topic you study in every subject. It will help you
to be successful in your tests and exams.
Your teacher will use the knowledge organiser in your lessons. They will ask you to refer to various sections - they might talk this
through and/or ask you to make key notes in your books or to highlight certain sections on your knowledge organiser.
Your teacher will set homework, where you will be asked to learn key knowledge from your knowledge organiser - you will then be
tested in lessons regularly via short quizzes.

Do I have to bring my Knowledge Organiser every day ?
Yes, you do. It is one of our key expectations that you bring your knowledge organiser to every lesson, every day in your special
Knowledge Organiser bag. Your Form Tutor will check this every morning.

Is there anything I could use to support me when using my knowledge organiser ?
Some people find post it’s handy to stick onto their knowledge organiser pages - these are useful for extra notes.
Small white revision/flash cards are helpful so you can write key facts down. These can then be placed up around the house to help
your revision.

How should I use my Knowledge Organiser to help me learn ?
There are lots of ways to use your knowledge organiser - the key to success is to find what works for you. The table below shows you
some different ways to use them.
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How to use a knowledge organiser – A step by step guide
Look, Cover, Write, 

Check
Definitions to key 

words
Flash Cards Self Quizzing Mind Maps Paired Retrieval

Step 1

Look at and study a 
specific area of your 
knowledge organiser.

Write down the key 
words and definitions.

Use your knowledge 
organiser to condense 

and write down key facts 
and  information on your 

flash cards

Use your knowledge 
organiser to create a 

new quiz. Write down 
questions using your 
knowledge organiser. 

Create a mind map with 
all the information you 

can remember from your 
knowledge organiser. 

Ask a partner or family 
member to have  the 

knowledge organiser or 
flash cards in their hands

Step 2

Cover or flip the 
knowledge organiser 
over and write down 

everything you 
remember.

Try not to use your 
knowledge organiser to 

help you.

Add pictures to help 
support. Then self quiz 
yourself using the flash 

cards. You can write 
questions on one side 

and answers on the 
other. 

Answer the questions 
and remember to use 

full sentences. 

Check your knowledge 
organiser to see if there 
were any mistakes with 

the information you have 
made. 

They can then test you by 
asking you questions on 

different sections of your 
knowledge organiser 

Step 3

Check what you have 
written down. Correct 
any mistakes in green 
pen and add anything 
you missed. Repeat.

Use your green pen to 
check your work.

Use a parent/carer or 
friend to help quiz you on 

the knowledge. 

You can also use family 
to help quiz you. Keep 
self-quizzing until you 

get all questions correct. 

Try to make connections 
that links information 

together.

Write down your 
answers. 
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KS3: Year 8  Rounding and EstimationLong term curriculum links: Numerical representation, Place Value 

Word Definition

Significant 
Figure

The digits in a number that are significant to the size.

Estimate Finding an answer close to the exact answer

Decimal places Each digit after the decimal point in a number

Degree of 
accuracy

Term used to highlight what the rules are for 
rounding.

KEY VOCABULARY

Rounding to powers of 10

Rounding to decimal places

Rounding to significant figures Estimation

When rounding numbers, we check the 
number after the digit we are rounding.

Example 1:

If the digit is 5 or more, we round up.

Example 2:

If the digit is 4 or less, we round down.

As we are rounding to the nearest 10, 
we look at the number in the units.

As we are rounding to the nearest 100, 
we look at the number in the tens.

When rounding to decimals places we use the 
same rules but we start counting after the 

decimal point.

‘To 1dp’ means 1 decimal place
‘To 2dp’ means 2 decimal places

Example 1:

Example 2:

When rounding to significant figures, we start 
counting from the first non-zero value in the number.

Round 1367 to 1 significant figure (1sf)
3 so we round to 1000

Example 1:

Example 2:

Round 0.00467 to 2 significant figure (2sf)

Remember we count from the first non-zero value. In 
this case the second significant figure is the 6. 

We then check the next number…
7 so we round to 0.0047

Truncation
When truncating a number, we simply ‘cut off’ 

number past the last digit.

We ignore any number after the second decimal 
place. Not this gives us a different answer than 

rounding to 2 decimal places.
So the answer is 3.82

Example:

Sometimes we are asked to estimate the answer to a calculation 
rather than work out the exact value. 

Usually, numbers are rounded to 1 significant figure.

The ‘approximately equal to’ sign is ≈

Example 1: Example 2:
Round 2745 to the nearest 10

Round 2745 to the nearest 100

Estimate the Value of 28 x 48

If we round both to 1sf, this gives, 
30 x 50 = 1500

Therefore,
𝟐𝟐𝟖𝟖 × 𝟒𝟒𝟖𝟖 ≈ 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

Estimate the Value of 
(59.3 ÷ 12.09) + 23.4

We can approximate this sum 
to be (60 ÷ 12) + 20 = 25

Therefore,
(59.3 ÷ 12.09) + 23.4≈ 𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏

Remember, if you are asked to work out an estimate, you must 
round. Working out the accurate answer will get you zero marks!

Round 7.46582 to 1dp

Round 7.46582 to 2dp

7.46582 since we have a 6, we round up
= 7.5

7.46582 since we have a 5, we round up
= 7.47

Truncate 3.828 to 2dp

3.828

2740 27502745

27452700 2800
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KS3: Year 8 Forming & Solving Equations, InequalitiesLong term curriculum links: Numerical Representation, Algebraic 
Manipulation 

Word Definition

Inequality When one thing is not equal to another. This could 
be less than, greater than or not equal.

Integer A whole number. This can be positive or negative. 
For example 2 is an integer but 2.5 is not.

Equations A statement that the values of two mathematical 
expressions are equal (indicated by the sign =)

Inequalities are used to represent a range of numbers that satisfy a rule. We use the following symbols <, >,≤,≥,≠
Inequalities have infinite solutions all numbers that fit the rule could be a solution, including decimals.
Equations provide a very precise way to describe various features of the world and how to work something out

KEY VOCABULARY

Writing Inequalities
Inequalities show the range of numbers that satisfy a rule.
𝑥𝑥 < 2 means 𝑥𝑥 is less than 2
𝑥𝑥 ≤ 2 means 𝑥𝑥 is less than or equal to 2
𝑥𝑥 > 2 means 𝑥𝑥 is greater than 2
𝑥𝑥 ≥ 2 means 𝑥𝑥 is greater than or equal to 2
𝑥𝑥 ≠ 2 means 𝑥𝑥 does not equal 2

These have infinite numbers that fall into this range 
but sometimes only Integer solutions are required.
We can also have ‘double sided’ inequalities that 
show a range of number between two limits.

2 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 < 5 means 𝑥𝑥 is greater than or equal to 2 
but less than 5

Representing Inequalities on a number line
On a number line we use circles to highlight the key 
values:

An empty circle is used for less/greater than
A solid circle is used for less/greater than or equal to

Example: State the Integers of n that satisfy:
−2 < 𝑛𝑛 ≤ 3

Cannot be equal to -2 Can be 
Equal to 3

-1, 0, 1, 2, 3 

Example 1:𝑥𝑥 ≥ 0

Example 2:
𝑥𝑥 < 0

Example 3:−5 ≤ 𝑥𝑥 < 4

Solving inequalities
We solve inequalities the same as equations by using the balancing method 
but keep the inequality symbol rather than the equals sign
Example:   Solve the inequality 3𝑚𝑚 + 2 > −4
and represent the solution on a number line:

a + 14 = 20
b – 20 = 15
4c = 28
d + 12 = 30
3e – 5 = 10

Equations
An equation is a number statement with an equal sign 

(=). Expressions on either side of the equal sign are of 
equal value. 

a add 14 equals 20 
b subtract 20 equals 15 
c multiplied by 4 equals 28 
d add twelve equals 30 
e multiplied by 3 then subtract 5 equals 10 

Solving 1-step Equations
Example 1: x + 5 = 12

- 5 - 5 

Example 2:  4x = 20 

Take 5 from both sides              
(balancing method) 

Divide both sides by 5               
(balancing method) 

÷ 4 ÷ 4 
x = 5 

x = 7

Solving 2-step Equations

2𝑥𝑥 + 4 = 10

2𝑥𝑥 = 6

𝒙𝒙 = 𝟑𝟑

−4 • Subtract 4 
from both 
sides

• Divide both 
sides by 2

÷ 2÷ 2

Example:

−4
Substitute the following numbers into the equations & calculate the 
answer: a = 2 b = 3 c = −5

Double negative = add
1. 7b = 7 x 3 = 𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏
2. 5b − 4c = 5 x 3 − 4 x − 5 = 15 − −20 = 𝟑𝟑𝟏𝟏
3. 4b2 − 21 = 4 × 32 − 21 = 4 × 9 − 21 = 36 − 21 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
4. 6c3 = 6 × −5 3 = 6 × −125 = −𝟕𝟕𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏
5. 8ac

4b
= 8×2×−5

4×3
= −𝟖𝟖𝟏𝟏

𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐
= −𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏

𝟑𝟑
= −𝟔𝟔𝟐𝟐

𝟑𝟑
= −𝟔𝟔. �̇�𝟔

Substitution

Examples:
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KS3: Year 8 Linear GraphsLong term curriculum links: Graphs, Algebraic Manipulation 

Word Definition

Linear Graph Linear means straight and a graph is a diagram which 
shows a connection or relation between two or 
more quantity. So, the linear graph is nothing but a 
straight line or straight graph which is drawn on a 
plane connecting the points on x and y coordinates.

Equations A statement that the values of two mathematical 
expressions are equal (indicated by the sign =)

Linear Graphs The equation y = 2x + 1 is a linear equation or forms a straight line on the graph. When the value of x increases, then ultimately the 
value of y also increases by twice of the value of x plus 1.
Equations provide a very precise way to describe various features of the world and how to work something out

KEY VOCABULARY

• Ensure the equation of the 
straight line is in the form y = 
mx + c

• Draw a table to represent the x 
and y values

• Substitute the values of x into 
the equation and find the y 
values – these are the (x, y) 
coordinates

• Draw the x & y axes (usually 
drawn on the exam paper)

• Plot the (x, y) coordinates and 
draw the straight-line graph

Linear Graphs:
Coordinates

Coordinates are numbers, written in pairs and 
give the position of a point on a graph. The 
first term is the x-coordinate (movement 
across). The second term is the y-coordinate 
(movement up or down)

Example:
The coordinates of 
point A are (4,7)

The coordinates of 
point B are (-6,-3)

Straight line graphs

The general equation of a linear graph is          
𝒚𝒚 = 𝒎𝒎𝒙𝒙 + 𝒄𝒄 where 𝑚𝑚 is the gradient and 𝑐𝑐 is the 
y-intercept (where is crosses the y axis). The 
equation of a linear graph can contain an x-term, 
a y-term and a number

Example:
The equation of the 
green line is 
𝒚𝒚 = −𝟐𝟐𝒙𝒙 − 𝟑𝟑.
The gradient of the 
line is -2 and it crosses 
the y-axis at (0,-3)

Parallel Line
If two lines are parallel, they will have the 
same gradient.

Example: The equation for each line:
𝑦𝑦 = 2𝑥𝑥 + 3
𝑦𝑦 = 2𝑥𝑥
𝑦𝑦 = 2𝑥𝑥 − 4
𝑦𝑦 = 2𝑥𝑥 − 9

As these lines are 
parallel, they all have 
the same gradient of 2

Key Skills

• Identifying axes.
• Plotting coordinates.
• Substituting numbers into functions.
• Recognising the equation of a straight line.
• Finding the gradient and intercepts.
• Identifying parallel lines.

Table of values
We use a table of values to generate a list of coordinates 
so that we can plot a line. In a table of values, the value 
of 𝑦𝑦 depends on the value of 𝑥𝑥. That means that we 
choose the values for 𝑥𝑥 and substitute them into the 
equation to generate the corresponding value for 𝑦𝑦.

𝑦𝑦 = 2𝑥𝑥 + 5Example: Multiply the 𝑥𝑥 by 2 then add 5
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KS3: Year 8 AnglesLong term curriculum links: Rearranging formulae, basic angle facts 

Word Definition

Parallel means that two lines are always the same distance away from each 
other, and therefore will never meet.

Polygon A closed 2D shape with straight sides.

KEY VOCABULARY

ANGLES IN PARALLEL LINES

Alternate angles are the same.

They are found in a Z-shape.

D=C

ALTERNATE ANGLES CORRESPONDING ANGLES
They are found in an F-shape

Corresponding angles are 
the same.

F=E

VERTICALLY OPPOSITE ANGLES

Vertically opposite angles are the same

A=B

CO-INTERIOR ANGLES
Co-interior angles add up to 180°

H+G=180°

Rule: The exterior angle = 360°
n

Interior Angles

Rule: Sum of interior angles = (n−2)×180°
where n is the number of sides.

To find the sum of the interior angles for the triangle shown we do 
the following: (3−2)×180°=180°

So a+b+c=180°

ANGLES IN POLYGONS
The interior angles of a shape are the angles inside the shape.
The exterior angles are the angles formed between a side-length and an extension.
Rule: Interior and exterior angles add up to 180°

Exterior Angles

where n is the number of sides.

The sum of all the exterior angles will equal 360°.
For the triangle shown, we can see it has 3 sides, so to calculate an exterior 
angle we do: 360°

3 = 1200

Example: Angles in Parallel Lines
Find the angle marked x in the picture below.
BD and EG are parallel lines.

State which angle rule you used at each step.

1. Use the fact that angles on a straight 
line add to 180. Angle ∠EFC and angle 
∠CFG add to make 180°.

2. ∠CFG =180°−32°=148°

3. ∠CFG and the missing 
angle x are corresponding angles. 
Therefore, x=148°.
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A net is a 2D shape that folds up to make a 3D solid.

KS3: Year 8 Nets, Surface Area, VolumeLong term curriculum links: Area, Plans and Elevations, Metric units 

Word Definition

Volume Space inside a 3D shape

Prism 3D shape which has a constant cross section

Surface Area Area of faces

Cross Section The face of a prism repeated throughout the shape

Face The flat surfaces that make up a 3D shape

KEY VOCABULARY

Cube

Cuboid
Square-based 

Pyramid
Triangular Prism

Area of A: 6 × 2 = 12 Area of B: 6 × 8 = 48

Area of C: 2 × 8 = 16
× 2 = 24 × 2 = 96

× 2 = 32

Calculate the area of all the faces (some are the same)

Surface Area using Nets
We can use nets to work out the surface area of a 
3D Shape:

Total surface area = 24 
+ 32 + 96 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝒄𝒄𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐

Surface area
Nets We do not have to use nets to find out surface 

area and sometimes it is easier to do it without. To 
work out the surface area of any 3D shape, we 
calculate the area of each face and add them 
together.

Example 1:

Example 2:

Remember, some faces are the same so we can 
calculate one face and them double it.

Front & Back =

Sides = (8 × 6) x 2 = 96 cm2

(6×5
2

) x 2 = 30 cm2

5 × 6 = 30 cm2Base=

Total surface area = 30 + 30 + 96 = 156 cm2

Volume
The volume of a shape is the amount of space it takes up. Think of the 
water in a swimming pool or sand in a sand box.

Volume of any prism = Area of cross section x Depth
Example 1: Calculate the volume of the triangular prism

Example 2:

Volume of any prism = Area of cross section x Depth

In this case, the cross section is the triangular face.

Area of triangle = 5×6
2

= 15𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2

Volume = 15 × 3.5 = 𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐.𝟏𝟏𝒄𝒄𝒎𝒎𝟑𝟑

The units of volume are 
𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝒖𝟑𝟑

Calculate the volume of the cuboid
Volume of any prism = Area of cross section x Depth

In this case, the cross section is the rectangle face.

Area of rectangle = 2 × 3 = 6𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2

Volume = 6 × 4 = 𝟐𝟐𝟒𝟒𝒄𝒄𝒎𝒎𝟑𝟑
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KS3: Year 8 Representing DataLong term curriculum links: Coordinates, probability, averages, measuring angles  

Word Definition

Outlier A value that doesn’t fit the pattern of the data

Interpolation making a prediction of a value that falls within the 
range of your data. This is more accurate.

Extrapolation making a prediction of a value that falls outside the 
range of your data. This is less accurate.

KEY VOCABULARY

Comparative bar charts 
show data side by side. 

PIE CHARTS 
They represent discrete data. A circle is 

divided into segments, where each 
segment represents a data category. The 

size of each segment matches its 
proportion of the total amount.

Line graphs are used to show changes to a measurement 
over time. 

Step 1 – Find the midpoint of each class interval 
Step 2 – Label your axes and choose an appropriate scale 
Step 3 – Plot each point at the midpoint for that interval 
Step 4 – Connect each point with a straight line 

A way of recording a set of data that has two or 
more properties. 

A line of best fit is a straight line drawn as close to as 
many points as possible on a scatter graph, they are 

used to make predictions. 

Uses pictures or symbols to show the value of the 
data. A pictogram must have a key.

Tally marks are 
used to help count 
things. Each 
vertical line 
represents one 
unit. The fifth tally 
mark goes across 
the first four to 
make it easier to 
count. The frequency column is completed after all 

the data has been collected.

TALLY CHARTS AND FREQUENCY TABLES

PICTOGRAMS

TWO-WAY TABLES

BAR CHARTS

Compound bar charts 
show data stacked

LINE GRAPHS

SCATTER GRAPHS
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KS3: Year 8 Prose and reading/writing to imagine, explore and entertain

Plot Summary

Part One and Two: Liesel is on a train journey to a new town where Liesel will live with her new foster parents, 
Rosa and Hans Hubermann. On the train journey, her brother dies. Liesel is then plagued by nightmares about 
her dead brother and struggles to fit in with her new family and surroundings. She eventually makes friends with 
Rudy, and grows closer to Hans  when he teaches her how to read. She also helps Rosa with her job by helping to 
deliver laundry to the mayor and his wife, Isla Hermann. In Part Two, Liesel is at a bonfire where ‘banned’ books 
are burned by the Hitler Youth. She steals a book (The Shoulder Shrug) straight out of the fire. Isla Hermann saw 
Liesel take the book. 

Part Three and Four: After avoiding Isla and laundry duty, Liesel eventually goes back and Isla invites her in to 
see the library. Liesel marvels at the amount of books. The narrative switches to the town of Stuttgart, where a 
Jewish man named Max is hiding in a secret storage room – sitting on his suitcase in the dark, starving. A man 
brings him bread, carrots and fat – and tells Max that he may have gotten him an identity card. After a return to 
Molching, we come back to Max who has come out of hiding – clutching a copy of ‘Mein Kampf’, a map, and his 
identity card. He makes his way to the Hubermann’s house. In part four, we learn how Hans knows Max –
through his father, Erik. Max must hide in the basement as it is so dangerous to have him in the house.

Part Five and Six: Liesel and Max becomes good friends. Liesel tries to keep Max company and describes the 
daily sky to him as he is unable to leave the basement and see for himself. They paint over the pages of ‘Mein 
Kampf’ so Max can write a new book in place of the horrific words of Hitler. In part six, Max gets very sick and 
falls into a coma. Death arrives but takes no souls, yet. The Nazi’s begin to check basements of houses in 
Molching to see if they are deep enough to act as bomb shoulders. A soldier comes to the Hubermann’s, but 
does not see Max. 

Part Seven and Eight: Molching experiences its first air raid. Liesel, Hans and Rosa must go to the neighbours 
bomb shelter, but have to leave Max behind. Later, a convoy of German trucks carrying Jewish people to the 
concentration camps at Molching and the soldiers march the prisoners through the town. An old man falls 
repeatedly as he can barely walk, and Hans offers him a piece of bread. He is then known as a ‘Jew-lover’ and is 
spat at in the street. The next night, Max leaves. Hans is drafted into the army to serve in the Air Raid Special 
Unit. Rosa gives Liesel a book written for her by Max about how Hitler ruined the world with his words. 

Part Nine and Ten: Hans has a near-death experience – if he hadn’t made a decision to trade places with a 
colleague, he would have died. Death sees Liesel again after he takes the soul of a pilot dead from an air-raid. 
Hans returns from war and sits up with Liesel as she sleeps. In part ten, Death takes the final journey as he 
collects many souls. During this journey, Liesel sees Max in another parade of prisoners. 

‘The Book Thief’ by Markus Zusak

Characters

Liesel Meminger: The protagonist of the novel: she is the Book Thief. She begins as an 
angry and distrusting young girl due to the loss she experiences, but develops a deep 
and unconditional love for her new family and friends. She deeply empathises with 
others and is led by a strong moral code.
Themes: The power of words, Death/Loss.

Hans Hubermann: A kind and gentle man who is the first adult to win Liesel’s trust. He 
is guided by a strong sense of what is right and wrong, which often gets him into 
personal trouble. 
Themes: Kindness and Cruelty, Justice, Morality.

Max Vandenburg: A Jewish man who is the secret lodger at the Hubermann’s house. 
Although he is cautious and withdrawn at the beginning, he reveals a great rage 
towards Hitler and the regime as he grows stronger, which motivates him to stay alive 
no matter what.
Themes: Kindness and Cruelty, Justice.

Rudy Steiner: Rudy is Liesel’s best friend. He is kind and loyal – not just towards Liesel, 
but to everyone. He never hesitates to jump to help anyone. He also represents a 
typical teenager who is more concerned with ordinary matters, such as football, 
despite the war – until his father is drafted. His character then undergoes a dramatic 
shift as he becomes angry, but he never loses the kindness he has at the beginning.   
Themes: Death/Loss, Kindness and Cruelty.

(Frau/Mrs) Isla Hermann: Married to the mayor. At first appears to be almost unable 
to function properly as a human as she is so hurt by the death of her son. However, as 
she begins to build a relationship with Liesel through the power of books, she opens up 
and shows sensitivity and concern.
Themes: The power of words, Death/Loss.

Death: The narrator of the novel. He is a personification of ‘death’ as he is almost 
human-like - he feels emotions just like humans do. He is the reverse of the fears that 
humans have about death – he is not sinister, but kind and gentle. 
Themes: Death, Kindness and Cruelty.

1400s 1500s 1600s 1700s 1800s 1900s 2000s
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KS3: Year 8 Prose and reading/writing to imagine, explore and entertain

1400s 1500s 1600s 1700s 1800s 1900s 2000s

The Power of Words and Language
Words and stories are meaningful and 
valued.
Positive meaning:
- Words and stories connect people 
throughout the novel. 
- Hans teaches Liesel the alphabet which 

establishes their initial bond.
- Max gives Liesel a story he has written 

himself in the pages of Mein Kampf that 
he has painted over. 

- Leisel uses her words to calm everyone 
down in the basement during an air raid. 

Negative meaning:
Words and stories sometimes represent 
negative ideas in the novel. 
- Burning books to stop the spread of ideas.
- Max suggests that Hitler used language to 

“conquer” the world.

The Kindness and Cruelty of Humans
The novel looks at how human actions can 
be kind or cruel, which are two opposite 
ideas. 
Small acts of kindness: every day ‘nice’ 
things to do, that everyone should be able to 
do as it does not require much courage; it is 
simply the right thing to do. 
Selfless acts of extreme kindness: doing 
something that is right and morally correct, 
even though it may cause harm to yourself. 
Putting others before you even when it is 
difficult. This is seen when the Hubermann 
family protect Max, even though they may 
be punished by death if they are caught. 
Acts of Hatred: committing horrible acts 
against people – e.g. the Nazi regime 
committing disgraceful acts against Jewish 
people and others to support their ideology 
(this means their ideas about how the 
world should be). 

Crime, Stealing, and Giving
Crime is inverted in this novel: what we view 
as wrong is considered by the Nazi 
government to be the correct way of living. 
Treating people badly is expected and 
enforced if they belong to a group of people 
that the Nazi’s didn’t like. Hitler’s laws 
required people to commit crimes against 
humanity. 

Sheltering and helping people in need (if 
they are part of the group that the Nazi’s 
hated) was considered a crime. 

The thievery associated with the title of the 
novel (The Book Thief) is nothing compared 
to the horrific crimes committed by the 
Nazi’s. Liesel’s theft of books is a small way 
to defy Hitler’s laws.

The key ideas throughout these themes are 
JUSTICE and MORALITY. 

Fighting for justice is a key part of the novel: 
characters such as Leisel and Hans recognise 
that people are being treated badly, and they 
try to do what is right to try to get JUSTICE
for these people. 
MORALITY is associated with what is right or 
wrong in the world: if you always do what is 
right then you are a MORAL person. If you 
choose to do the wrong thing, you could be
IMMORAL.

Death:
Death as a concept (dying) is as fluid as the character (Death) in this novel. There are few 
surprises when it comes to death – Death the character tells us almost immediately who is 
going to die. This is because death is a universal experience; it is something every human 
will face. Like Death himself says: “Fun fact – you are going to die”. Therefore, the suspense 
in the novel comes from how the characters arrive at their life’s end. 

The author also plays with the idea of a ‘good death’ and a ‘bad death’, referring to the 
circumstances in a person dies – for example, do they die peacefully? Death (the character) 
seems to be obsessed with this, and is fixated on the colour of the sky that he can see when 
he collect’s a person’s soul. This colour often depicts the circumstance of their death, or the 
sort of life they had – were they moral or immoral?

Hinterland
World War II: a world war from 1939-1945 where Britain fought 
against Germany and the rise of Nazism. 
Nazism: the politics of Nazi Germany was extremely cruel. They 
persecuted certain groups of people who they believed did not help 
to create their ‘ideal world’. They believed in the ‘extermination’ of 
anyone who did not fit their image of the real world. This included 
Jewish people, gay people, disabled people, people of colour or 
anyone not part of the ‘Aryan race’.
The Aryan Race: The Nazi’s argued that ‘Aryan’ people were people 
who were ‘pure’ and therefore ‘superior’ to anyone not viewed as 
‘Aryan’ – and that ‘true’ Germans were the ‘master race’. 
Hitler Youth/League of German Girls: groups for young people in 
Germany where they were introduced to and indoctrinated with the 
Nazi policy and way of life to make sure everyone viewed society in 
the same way Hitler wanted them to. 
Antisemitism: hostility, prejudice, discrimination, or violence towards 
Jewish people. 
Mein Kampf: An autobiography by Adolf Hitler, which translates from 
German to English as ‘My Fight’ or ‘My Struggle’. This book is 
extremely antisemitic in nature as it is full of Hitler’s ideas about how 
society should be. 
Censorship: the suppression or prohibition (removal) of any source of 
information that was considered a threat to society. This includes 
books, films, essays and other forms of media. 
Burning books: the Nazis made bonfires out of any forms of media 
that they wanted to censor. This included any information that 
defended Jewish people or anyone who was persecuted by the Nazis; 
anything written by them, or anything the Nazi’s deemed to be ‘un-
German’. 
Concentration camps: these were places were people who were 
persecuted were sent to, where they were forced to work and labour, 
and were often starved, tortured, and eventually gassed to death. 
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KS3: Year 8  Shakespeare and Writing to analyse, review and comment.
1400s 1500s 1600s 1700s 1800s 1900s 2000s

Key vocabulary
Blank verse
Dramatic Irony
Hyperbole
Iambic Pentameter
Metre
Oxymoron
Poetic Verse
Prose
Pun
Rhyming Couplet
Soliloquy
Sub-plot

Characters

Humans Fairies

Theseus: The ruler of Athens. A strong and strict ruler 
who represents the rule of the Patriarchy. Possesses 
total power and control. Known for being unfaithful. 
Themes: Patriarchy, Love

Oberon: The King of the Fairies, who desires power 
over all. This desire prompts him to seek revenge on 
his wife, Titania, when she will not give him control of a 
young Indian prince. Themes: Disorder.

Hippolyta: Theseus's bride to be. She was a fearless 
Amazon warrior. She should represent female power 
and independence but is actually an example of a 
dominated woman.  
Themes: Love, Gender, Appearance versus Reality.

Titania: Queen of the Fairies. She is an example of 
strong woman who resists the control of her husband. 
She is affected by the love potion and falls in love with 
Bottom. She and Oberon reconcile at the end of the 
play. Themes: Gender, Disorder.

Egeus: Father to Hermia. Concerned with social status 
and power. Set on Hermia marrying someone of his 
choice. Threatens to have her killed if she does not. 
Themes: Patriarchy. 

Puck: Also known as Robin Goodfellow. A mischievous 
fairy who plays pranks on mortals. These pranks are 
responsible for complications in the play and drive the 
plot forward. Themes: Disorder, Appearance v Reality.

Hermia: In love with Lysander, despite her father 
ordering her to marry Demetrius. Contrasts Hippolyta 
as she refused to be dominated by the rule of her 
father. Themes: Love, Gender.

The mechanicals
Bottom: An overconfident weaver. Part of The 
Mechanicals, who are putting on a play for Theseus. 
Bottom frequently makes mistakes and is unaware that 
Titania has fallen in love with him.  
Peter Quince: Leader of The Mechanicals. 
Francis Flute: A bellows mender who has to play a 
young girl in love in the play. 
Robin Starveling: A tailor chosen to play a woman in 
the play. 
Tom Snout: A tinker who plays the role of a wall in the 
play. 
Snug: A joiner chosen to play the Lion in the play. 

Lysander: In love with Hermia, and suggests that they 
run away together to escape her father and his threat 
of death. Themes: Love, Gender.

Demetrius: It has been arranged for him to marry 
Hermia. He believes he is in love with Hermia, but this 
changes over the course of the play. Themes: Love, 
Gender, Appearance versus Reality.

Helena: In love with Demetrius, but has been rejected 
in the past. Is an example of a woman scorned, as she 
tells Demetrius that Hermia and Lysander have run 
away together. Themes: Love, Gender, Appearance 
versus Reality. 

Act 1: Hermia and 
Lysander run away 
to get married in 

secret. Helena and 
Demetrius follow 

them.

Act 2: Oberon and Titania 
are arguing. Oberon 

commands Puck to use the 
love potion on Demetrius. 
This does not go to plan! 

Act 3: Puck transforms 
Bottom’s head into 

that of a donkey. Puck 
puts the love potion 
on Titania and she 
falls in love with 

Bottom. 

Act 4: Oberon finds 
Titania and Bottom 

together and 
commands Puck to 
reverse the potion.

Act 5: The 
Mechanicals 

perform their play 
in Athens at the 

wedding of three 
happy couples. 

Hinterland: 
• Written by William Shakespeare. Shakespeare wrote 

plays and sonnets (love poetry). His plays are 
categorised as comedies, histories and tragedies.

• The play is set in Ancient Greece and closely follows 
the conventions of a Greek Comedy. This would have 
been recognisable by educated theatre go-ers.

• The setting of Athens represents law and order, 
which contrasts the events of the play.  

• This play was very different in content to those that 
Shakespeare had previously written. It draws on 
sources such as Greek mythology, English fairy lore 
and theatrical practices from Elizabethan London. 

‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ by William Shakespeare
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KS3: Year 8 Shakespeare and Writing to analyse, review and comment.

Love
Romantic love: an emotional feeling of love or a strong attraction 
to another. This was uncommon in Elizabethan England due to…
Arranged marriage: marriages were arranged by the patriarch of 
the family for social and financial advancement of the family. This 
meant that… 
Marriage was seen as a necessity, rather than an option. Because 
of this…
Parent/Child relationships were often distant in noble families, 
as children were used for social advancement. There could also be 
conflict between parents and children.
Love makes characters in the play behave in strange ways. 
• It can bring out the best in people. 
• It can cause people to fall in love with those who don’t love 

them back. 

Patriarchy (‘the rule of the father’)
Definition: a system of society or government in which men hold 
power and privilege, which women are largely excluded from.

Gender conventions
Women being subservient to men.
Women were disempowered due to the nature of the Patriarchal 
society. However, women are also subservient to men because of 
their feelings towards them – Helena is so in love with Demetrius, 
she asks him to treat her like a dog. 
Toxic masculinity: the need to aggressively compete and 
dominate others. 
Behaviours include:
• Acting like a bully.
• Avoiding losing at all costs.
• Restraining emotions other than pride and anger.
• Showing strength and aggression in moments of conflict.
Egeus – offering an ultimatum of marriage or death to Hermia. 
Oberon – use of the love potion to get what he wants. 

Appearance versus Reality

Sometimes, things are not always as they seem. Whilst they can 
be interpreted in one way, they are actually different. 
People may often pretend to be something they’re not and hiding 
their true selves for one reason or another. 
For example:
• Appearance - Theseus and Hippolyta are getting married. 
• Reality - This marriage may have been arranged for political 

advantage. 
The use of the love potion by Puck also affects appearance and 
reality. His use of the potion changes reality into something it is 
not. 
• Lysander and Demetrius being infatuated with Helena. 
• Titania falling in love with Bottom. 

Order and Disorder
Order: the arrangement of people or things; an authoritative 
command or instruction.
Ancient Greece (setting of the play) – a society based on order 
and rules. 
Patriarchy defined the order of things within society e.g: 
• ‘Rule of the father’/male figures.
• Societal conventions
• Marriage. 
Disorder: a state of confusion and the break down of peaceful 
public behaviour. 
Disorder is beginning to occur in Act 1, with Hermia going against 
her father’s rule.

The use of magic creates further disorder within the play as it 
disrupts the natural order of things.

There is relief when order is restored by Oberon at the end of the 
play. 

Who loves who? 

1400s 1500s 1600s 1700s 1800s 1900s 2000s

• Men are dominant in 
government and business.

• Men have financial control 
on both a small and large 
scale. 

• Women are 
disenfranchised.

• Women are legally 
dependent.

• Prevalent in upper classes of 
society.

• Women stay at home, 
run the house and look 
after the children. 

• Men go out to work and 
earn money. 

A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ by William Shakespeare

Act 1 Hermia loves Lysander
Demetrius loves Hermia
Helena loves Demetrius

Act 2 Hermia loves Lysander
Lysander loves Helena
Helena loves Demetrius
Demetrius loves Hermia

Act 3 Hermia loves Lysander
Lysander and Demetrius love Helena

Act 4 Hermia loves Lysander. Lysander loves Hermia. 
Demetrius loves Helena. Helena loves Demetrius. 

Act 5
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2. Resultant forces
• Resultant force: a single force that can 

replace all acting forces, and still have 
the same effect.

• If the resultant force is zero, there is no 
change in the speed.

• Equilibrium: When the opposing forces 
are balanced.

3. Squashing and Stretching 
• Deformation: Object changing shape

due to a force.
• Tension: Forces extending or pulling

apart.
• Compression: Force squashing or

pushing together.

4. Hooke’s Law
• It is a principle of physics that states

that the that the force needed to
extend or compress a spring by some
distance is proportional to that
distance.

5. Turning Forces
• A moment is the turning effect of a 

force, measured in Newton meters 
(Nm).  Moment (Nm) = force (N) ×
distance from the pivot (m).

6. Gas pressure
• It is caused by the particles of a gas

colliding with the wall of the container
which they are in.

• Gas pressure can be increased by:
 Heating the gas
 Compressing the gas
 Increasing the amount of

particles with same volume

7. Pressure in liquids
• The particles in a liquid are already 

touching, meaning that there is little 
space between them to compress.

• The pressure in liquids changes with 
depth. The deeper you go: the greater 
the weight of liquid above the greater 
the liquid pressure.

8. Stress on solids
• The pressure which is exerted on a

solid is known as stress.
• The greater the area over which the

force is exerted over, the lower the
pressure, this is why snowshoes have a
large area to prevent you sinking into
the snow.

KS3:Year 8 Contact forces and Pressure
Friction and Drag   Squashing and Stretching   Turning forces  

Pressure in gases   Pressure in liquids   Stress on solids

 Force is a push and pull. It is measured in Newtons (N).
 Contact forces include friction, compression, and normal force.
 Non-contact forces include electrostatic, magnetic and gravitational.
 The shapes of solid objects can be changed by squashing, stretching, 

bending and twisting.

1. Friction and Fluid Resistance
• Friction: force opposing motion that is

caused when two objects rub
together.

• Friction can be reduced by using oil or
grease called lubrication.

• Drag: Force opposing motion in fluids
( a liquid or a gas).

• Drag can be reduced by streamlining.
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KS3: Year 8 Earth• Greenhouse gases contribute towards global warming.
• The carbon cycle describes the processes that add and remove carbon 

from the atmosphere.
• Metals can be extracted from their ores using carbon or electrolysis.

1.The Atmosphere and the Greenhouse Effect 2.The Carbon Cycle

3. Climate Change
• Long term changes to weather patterns are known as 

climate change.
• This can cause the ice caps to melt, leading to sea levels 

rising and flooding of low level land.
• Prevent climate change by using renewable energy 

resources, using cars less and buying and wasting less 
resources.

5. Recycling
Recycling is the collecting and processing of materials that 
have been used so that the resources can be used again. 

Reactivity 
Series

Potassium
Sodium
Lithium 
Calcium 
Magnesium
Aluminium
Carbon
Zinc
Iron
Lead
Copper

4. Extracting Metals
• An ore is a naturally occurring rock which 

contains enough of metal to be worth 
extracting.

• If a metal is below carbon in the reactivity 
series, it can be extracted by reacting it 
with carbon in a displacement reaction:

• If carbon is more reactive it will take the 
place of the metal in the compound, 
leaving the metal on its own. 

• If the metal is above carbon in the 
reactivity series, electrolysis can be used, 
this involves separating the metal by using 
electricity.

Advantages Disadvantages 

Resources will last longer Separating rubbish can be 
seen as a nuisance

It uses less energy than 
extracting new materials 

The lorries collecting 
recycling produce 
pollution

It reduces waste and 
pollution

Some materials are easier 
to recycle than others

• When the Sun heats the Earth’s surface, 
some of the radiation is absorbed and 
some is reflected back into space.

• Some of the gases in the atmosphere 
absorb radiation, this keeps the Earth at a 
warmer temperature.

• Greenhouse gases such as methane and 
carbon dioxide contribute to global 
warming.

• Global warming is the gradual increase in 
the surface temperature of Earth. Carbon 
sink: areas of vegetation/ the ocean/ the 
soils which absorb and store carbon. 

The processes that 
release carbon 
dioxide to the 
atmosphere 
include: combustion
of fossil fuels and 
respiration by plants 
and animals. Carbon 
dioxide is taken in 
from the atmosphere 
by plants so that they 
can carry 
out photosynthesis.

The Atmosphere  Climate Change  Extracting Metals  Recycling
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KS3: Year 8 Ecosystems  

Do not confuse respiration 
with breathing (which is 

properly called ventilation).

Energy is needed for life processes
such as:

Movement
Growth and cell division

Body temperature

Aerobic
(with oxygen)

Oxygen + glucose carbon dioxide + 
water + (energy)

Aerobic respiration releases 19 times
more energy than anaerobic
respiration from the same amount of
glucose

Anaerobic respiration in yeast 
+ plants (without oxygen)
Also called fermentation

Glucose ethanol + (energy)

The ethanol (alcohol) is useful for
brewers and wine-makers, and the
carbon dioxide is useful to bakers
because it helps their
bread rise. Releases less energy than
aerobic respiration.

Anaerobic respiration in animals
(without oxygen)

Glucose lactic acid (energy)

During hard exercise, not enough
oxygen can reach your
muscle cells. So, aerobic
respiration is replaced
with anaerobic respiration.

Carbon dioxide Oxygen Glucose 
Chlorophyll 

water 

Sunlight  

Adaptation Function

Thin Provides a short distance for carbon dioxide to move by 
diffusion into the leaf

Contains chlorophyll Absorbs light

Stomata Allows carbon dioxide to move by diffusion into the leaf

Guard cells To open and close the stomata depending on the 
conditions

Network of tubes (xylem and 
phloem)

To transport water (xylem) and food (phloem)
Lower epidermis

Upper epidermis

Stomata Guard cells

Spongy mesophyll

Palisade layer

Air spaces

Photosynthesis

• Plants make food using photosynthesis. 
• It produces glucose, and oxygen as a by-product.
• Leaves are adapted to carry out photosynthesis.
• Respiration involves chemical reactions that break down
• nutrient molecules in living cells to release energy.

Photosynthesis --> Adaptations of a leaf--> Aerobic respiration --> anaerobic respiration
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KS3: Year 8 Organisms
Breathing  Drugs  Diet  Digestion

1. Gas exchange and breathing:
Air  trachea bronchi bronchioles alveoli [O2]

↑                                                                                                     ↓
Air  trachea bronchi bronchioles alveoli [CO2]

2. Drugs, smoking and alcohol:
Drugs are chemical substances which                                                                               
affect the way the body works.
Medicinal: benefit health in some way.
Recreational: taken for enjoyment.
Drugs can become addictive and if stop being used cause 
withdrawal symptoms.
Alcohol contains the drug ethanol, which is a depressant. 
Addiction can lead to alcoholism. Long term use can damage 
the stomach, heart, brain and liver.
Cigarettes contain tar, nicotine and carbon monoxide. They 
can cause heart disease, emphysema lung cancer.

3. Nutrients:

1 Carbohydrates = energy
Complex starches
Simple sugars

2 Protein = growth & repair
3 Fat = energy store
4 Fibre = aid digestion
5 Vitamins = general health
6 Minerals = general health
7 Water = cellular reactions

4. Food tests:
Starch: iodine solution turns 
orange to black.
Glucose: Benedict’s solution 
turns blue  to orange/red.
Protein: biuret’s solution turn                                       
blue to purple.
Fat: meths turn clear to 
cloudy.

5. Unhealthy diets:
To stay healthy you must eat 
a balanced diet of nutrients. 
Eating the wrong amounts of 
the wrong foods leads to 
malnourishment.
Starvation (eating too little) 
can cause poor a immune 
system and tiredness, 
Obesity (eating too much) 
can cause diabetes, heart 
disease and some cancers.

6.  Digestive system: digestion is the breakdown of large food 
molecules into smaller ones:
Mouth: chews food and digests carbohydrate
Oesophagus: moves food down to the stomach
Stomach: churns food and digests protein
Liver: produces bile
Pancreas: produces enzymes
Small intestine:

Duodenum: digests fat
Ileum: absorbs nutrients

Large intestine:
Colon: absorbs water
Rectum: stores faeces

7.  Digestive enzymes: speed 
up digestion:
- Carbohydrase enzymes break 
down carbohydrates into sugars.
- Protease enzymes break down 
proteins into amino acids.
- Lipase breaks down fats into 
fatty acids and glycerol.

 The breathing system exchanges gases for respiration.
 Drugs are substances which alter the way the body works.
 We need  a balanced diet of nutrients to remain healthy.
 Our digestive system is adapted to absorb nutrients.

Inhaled air

20% oxygen

0.04% carbon 
dioxide

78% nitrogen

Less water

Exhaled air

16% oxygen

4% carbon 
dioxide

78% nitrogen

More water
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KS3: Year 8 Geography - Climate Change

Lessons 1 and 2 – What causes Climate Change ?

Climate change- The long-term change of 
weather patterns.

Natural Causes 
Volcanic eruptions release 
CO2 into the atmosphere 
which  increases the global 
temperature. 

Natural Causes
Solar output - If there is high 
amount of radiation emitted 
from the sun there will be an 
increase in Earth's 
temperatures.

Human Causes 
Deforestation – Removal of 
trees causes less carbon to be 
stored in trees.

Human Causes
Fossil fuels- We burn coal oil 
and gas to generate electricity. 
This produces CO2 which leads 
to global warming.

Human Causes
Agriculture – Cattle will release 
methane into the atmosphere

Lessons 3 and 4 – What are the effects of climate change?

Effects Definition and Location Image 

Drought Long periods of time without rainfall.

Location-Sahel, North Africa 

Wildfires Uncontrolled fire that burns rural areas.

Location- Australia 

Flooding A river floods when the water normally flowing in 
the channel overflows its banks and spreads out 
onto the surrounding land.

Location- Boscastle, England 

Animal 
extinction 

There are no more individuals of that species alive 
anywhere in the world e.g. Polar Bear 

Location- Arctic Ocean 

Increase in 
tropical 
storms 

A greater number of powerful weather systems 
that have high winds and heavy rainfall. 

Location- Caribbean 

Spread of 
disease 

The spread of diseases around the world. For 
example, Malaria. 

Ice caps 
melting 

The melting of large pieces of ice in Antarctica.  

Local A small area 
like a city

National Relates to the 
whole country 
such as 
England

Global Relates to the 
whole world

Social
People

Sea level rise will affect 
up to 80 million people as 
droughts and floods 
become more likely as 
extreme weather 
increases which could 
destroys people's homes.

Economic
Money & jobs

Loss of industries/jobs , 
Heatwaves make us less 
able to work and reduce 
productivity.

Environmental
Natural 
surroundings 

Animal habitats 
destroyed by wildfires 
e.g. koala bear. The sea 
ice may melt meaning 
polar bears won’t be able 
to hunt for seals.
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KS3: Year 8 Geography - Climate Change

Lessons 5 and 6 –The greenhouse effect  

Lessons 7, 8  and 9-Strategies to manage climate change 

How the greenhouse effect works

• The atmosphere allows the heat from the Sun to 
pass through to heat the Earth's surface.

• The Earth's surface then gives off heat.

• This heat is trapped by greenhouse gases (e.g. 
methane, carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide), which 
radiate the heat back towards Earth.

• This process heats up the Earth and causes global 
temperatures to rise.

Mitigation The action of reducing 
the effects of 
something.

An example of mitigation would 
be planting trees to absorb CO2
from the atmosphere. 

Adaptation Responding to changes 
and adjusting in 
order to survive

One example of adaptation is 
areas at risk from sea level rise 
may use sea defences to protect 
the land from being eroded away.

Green houses gases % of gas released Image 

Methane  CH4 16%

Carbon Dioxide 
CO2

65%

Nitrous oxide 
N20

6%

CH4

Management strategy Definition Image 

Renewable  energy Renewable energy is a natural source of energy that 
will never run out. Wind, the Sun and water
are renewable energy sources that can be used to 
create electricity.

Planting trees Afforestation means that there will be more trees to 
absorb the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere during 
the process of photosynthesis. The Trees act as 
carbon sinks and can store large amounts of carbon 
dioxide (CO2). 

Sea level barriers These barriers can redirect water and hold water 
upstream to prevent rivers from flooding and 
prevent damage to the surrounding areas. 

Agricultural systems We might need to plant new crop types suitable to 
the new climate of an area (An example is  
growing grapes in southern England)
Technology can be used to create new crops that 
are more resistant to extreme weather.
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KS3: Year 8 Geography - Glaciation and Polar regions

Lessons 1 and 2 – Characteristics of Polar regions 

Location 

Lessons 3 and 4 – Formation of glacial forms  

The polar regions are found 66.5⁰ North and South of the 
equator. Mountains up to 3,794 metres high, 
ice 4.5 km thick in places. 

Process Freeze thaw Abrasion Plucking 

Description Freeze-thaw occurs when water 
continually enters into cracks, then 
it freezes and expands, eventually 
breaking the rock apart.

This is when pebbles grind 
along a rock platform, much 
like sandpaper. Over time 
the rock becomes smooth.

Rocks become frozen into 
the bottom and sides of the 
glacier. As the glacier 
moves downhill it 'plucks' 
the rocks into the glacier 
from the ground.

Image

Weathering
The breaking down of rocks in 
situ by the action of weather, 
plants, animals and chemical 
processes.

Erosion
The wearing away of pieces of 
rock, soil or other solid 
materials.

Deposition
When material is left behind 
for example a glacier leaving 
rocks after it has moved 
forward. 

Transportation 
When sediment is picked up 
and carried away in different 
ways.

Climate graph
A polar climate consists of cool summers and very cold 
winters, which results in treeless landscape with glaciers. 
Temperatures average -28°C in summer and -60°C in winter.
Red line = Temperature Celsius
Blue bars  = Rainfall millimetres (mm)

A climate graph of McMurdo, Antarctica

Tundra 
polar 
regions 

Geographical distributions of polar regions 

Equator 

Antarctic circle  

Arctic circle  
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KS3: Year 8 Geography - Glaciation and Polar regions

Lessons 5 and 6 – Glacial Landforms  
Lessons 7 and 8 - The impact of climate change on Antarctica 

Glacial 
landforms 

Description

Corrie A bowl-shaped hollow area 
formed by glaciation, 
sometimes containing lakes or 
'tarns'. 

Arête A sharp edge at the top of a 
mountain.

Pyramidal 
peak 

A sharply pointed mountain 
peak that has been formed 
where three or more corries 
and arêtes meet. Example 
Mouth Everest. 

U shaped 
valley 

U-shaped valleys are formed 
by erosion. They are carved out 
when a glacier ploughs through 
the valley like a bulldozer.

Social Economic Environmental  

Water scarcity may increase, people 
will have less access to clean drinking 
water. - as glaciers tore a lot of 
freshwater.

Low lying areas near Antarctica will 
be flooded by sea level rise.

New land being revealed from the 
melting ice is an opportunity to 
make money from land 
development or extraction of 
natural resources such as oil. 

Due to loss of 
habitats feeding and 
breeding grounds may be 
affected.

As more tourists visit to see 
wildlife litter is dropped 
and can cause injury or be 
eaten by animals. 

How is climate change affecting glaciers in Antarctica?
Since the early 1990s, Antarctica has lost roughly three trillion tons of ice. 
Global warming caused by the rise in CO2 and methane gases in our atmosphere has caused an 
increase in temperature leading to melting of many glaciers. 

A Glacier is a large 
mass of ice often 
shaped like a river 
that flows very slowly 
under the force of 
gravity.

Global distribution of snow and ice 

Formation of a corrie
Snow collects in a sheltered 
hollow on the side of a 
mountain and doesn't melt in 
the summer.

Every winter, more snow 
collects in the hollow. This 
becomes compacted into ice. 
The back wall of the corrie gets 
steeper due to freeze-thaw 
weathering and plucking. 

The base of the corrie becomes 
deeper due to abrasion.

The hollow is eroded into a 
steep sided armchair shape 
with the lip at the bottom end.
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KS3: Year 8 Geography - Coasts

Lessons 1 and 2 – Coastal processes  

Destructive waves have  higher energy and 
are steeper and higher. Their backwash is 
stronger than their swash. This results in 
erosion and the removal of coastal erosion.

Constructive waves have lower energy and 
are lower in height. Their swash is stronger 
than their backwash so they 
deposit material and build up beaches. 

Lessons 3 and 4 – Coastal Landforms and Processes  

Deposition
Deposition occurs when the sea loses energy and drops 
eroded material. It is most likely to happen when:
• There are low energy waves with a weak backwash
• Waves enter sheltered areas such as bays
• Longshore drift is interrupted by structures such as 

groynes.

1. Hydraulic Power – As waves crash against a cliff, air gets 
trapped in the cliff’s cracks and is compressed. This repeats and 
the pressure widens the cracks, eventually breaking the rock 
apart. 

2. Abrasion – Sand, shingle and sediment are hurled against rocks 
by breaking waves. The rock is eventually worn down by this 
repeated rubbing and scraping (a bit like sandpaper).

3. Attrition – Rocks and boulders transported by waves collide and 
break up into smaller pieces. This wears them down into smaller 
and more rounded fragments over time. 

Transportation
Eroded material is  moved along the coastline
Suspension – Finer material is light enough to be 
carried by the water.
Traction – Large items of sediment roll along the 
sea bed.
Solution – Minerals dissolve in the water.
Saltation – smaller items of sediment bounce 
along the sea bed.

Types of erosion 
Coastal erosion is the removal of sediment and rocks by waves. 
There are three main types:

Headlands and Bays
1. Formed when there are alternating bands of soft and hard rock. 
2. Hard rock erodes more slowly than soft rock as it is more resistant. 
3. Cliffs of hard rock jut out, forming a headland.
4. The softer rock erodes more quickly, forming a bay. 

Caves, Arches and Stacks
1.Waves crash repeatedly into the headland, causing 
faults and joints to erode  through hydraulic power and 
develop into cracks and small caves.
2.Hydraulic power & abrasion cause the caves to get 
deeper until their back walls are eroded completely. 
(breaking through the headland) creating natural arches
3. A combination of wave attack at the base of the arch, 
and weathering of the roof of the arch (freeze thaw), 
weakens the structure until eventually the roof of the 
arch collapses.
4. This leaves an isolated pillar known as a stack. 
5. The stack continues to erode and collapses leaving a 
stump.
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KS3: Year 8 Geography - Coasts

Lessons 5, 6 and 7 – Hard engineering 
Lessons 8 and 9 – OS Map skills

4 figure grid references:

• To find the 4 figure grid reference locate the required square.
• Find the bottom left corner of the square 
• Read the bottom number first (along the corridor)
• Then read the side number (up the stairs).
• For example the location of the tourist information               

is 47, 33

6 figure grid references:
• To find the 6 figure grid reference, find the four figure grid 

reference, but leave a space after the first two digits and 
after the last two digits. E.g. 47___33___

• Starting with the bottom grid reference, estimate how far 
across the grid square (47) the symbol lies. The middle of the 
box is always 5. Write this number after the first two digits.

• Next, estimate how far up the grid square (33) the symbol 
lies. Write this number after the last two digits.

• For example the location of the  tourist information    
is 476, 334

Height Measured from sea level in metres

Scale Shows the ratio between distance on a map and the actual distance on the 
ground in real life.

4 Figure grid reference locate an individual square on an Ordnance Survey map

6 Figure grid reference locate a precise location within a square on an Ordnance Survey map 

Sea Wall

Curved Walls built at the back of beaches to reflect the waves 
back to sea.
Advantage - Reduce erosion, can last for years if well 
maintained.
Disadvantage - Expensive to build and maintain and they look 
unnatural.

Rock Armour

Large granite boulders piled along the coast to absorb wave 
energy.
Advantage – resistant rocks reduce erosion.
Disadvantage - Expensive to transport rocks from other 
countries such as Norway.

Groynes

Wooden or stone barriers prevent longshore drift, so the 
beach can build up.
Advantage– Relatively cheap and can create large beaches 
which attract tourists,
Disadvantage– keeping the material in one place and create 
problems,

Gabions
Rocks are held in mesh metal cages,
Advantages- Cheap, approximately £100 per metre, Absorbs 
wave energy.
Disadvantages- Not very strong, Looks unnatural.

Hard Engineering -involves the use of man-made structures to protect areas such 
as Mappleton.
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KS3: Year 8 History - Stuart England and Revolution

This topic concentrates on major events, in England, in the 17th century.

We examine:  Religious conflict (Catholic v Protestants), The rule of Monarchy, 
Punishments and torture, Revolution/Civil War, the role of key individuals, England 
as a Republic.

Questioning will focus on the cause and consequence, of these concepts.

By the end of the topic you will be able to answer:
Who was James Stuart? (How are Tudor and Stuart dynasties connected?)
What was the Gunpowder Plot? ( when, where, what, why)
Who were the Plotters? (who took part? what happened to them?)
What were the causes of the English Civil War?
What happened during the Civil War?
What was the outcome of the Civil War? (What happened to Charles I?)
What were the consequences of the Civil War? 
How did Oliver Cromwell change England?
What are the different interpretations on Cromwell?

Key events

1603 Elizabeth I dies, James VI of Scotland becomes James I of England

1605 Gunpowder Plot – Catholic plan to blow up Parliament and King James.

1625 James I dies - his son Charles becomes King Charles I.

1629 Charles I closes down Parliament for 11 years.

1642 The English Civil War starts

1649 Execution of Charles I

1653 Oliver Cromwell is made Lord Protector of England.

Key People

James I Charles I Oliver Cromwell

James was King of 
England and Scotland 
joining both nations 
together.  He was the 
target of Catholic 
Plotters, who tried to 
blow up Parliament. 

Charles I believed in the 
Divine Right of Kings.  He 
argued with Parliament, 
which led to the English 
Civil War.  Charles lost the 
war, was  put on trial and 
executed.

Oliver Cromwell was an
MP. He founded the New 
Model Army, which helped 
Parliament win the Civil 
War. As the leader of 
England he introduced 
strict Puritan rules.

Divine right of Kings
Belief that Kings power came from God.

New Model Army - New type of army 
created by Parliament

Treason
Crime against the monarch.

Cavaliers -Nickname given to supporters of 
Charles.

Monarch - King or Queen. Roundheads - Nickname given to the 
supporters of Parliament.

Parliament
Body of chosen representatives.

Lord Protector
Title given to Oliver Cromwell.

Puritan
Very strict protestants.

Ship Money - Emergency tax , taken 
advantage of by Charles I.
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KS3: Year 8  History - Stuart 
England and Revolution

Lessons 1, 2 and 3– James I - Gunpowder Plot
• James I became King of England in 1603  (first of 

the Stuart dynasty).
• James I was a Protestant and introduced laws 

persecuting the Catholic religion. 

• Nov 5th, 1605, group of Catholic noblemen 
plotted to kill James I lace him with a Catholic 
Monarch. 

• They hid gunpowder in a cellar underneath 
Parliament.

• The King was warned of the attack and 
Parliament was searched and Guy Fawkes 
discovered.

Fawkes was tortured and confessed. He named        
other Catholics involved in the plot.

• By January, the plotters had all been captured or 
killed. 

• Fawkes were put on trial and found guilty of  
treason.

• c17th torture methods included:
the Pillory or Stocks, Thumb screws, the Rack, the 

Breaking Wheel, being burnt at the stake and the 
Iron chair. 

Lesson 4 - Causes of the English Civil War
• Charles I became King of England in 1625.
• Charles married a Catholic, Henrietta Maria.
• Charles claimed he had a ‘Divine Right’ to be King.

• Charles I and Parliament argued about money and power. 
• Charles dissolved Parliament, for 11 years. 
• Without Parliament Charles had no money

• Charles demanded people pay him Ship money (a tax he should 
only collect if the country was at war)

• The Scots invaded in1639, Charles had to ask Parliament to return, 
so he could ask for money to fight Scotland.

Lessons 5, 6 and 7 – Events of the Civil War
• Charles declared war on Parliament in 1642, while he was at 

Nottingham Castle.
• The King’s supporters were nicknamed Cavaliers/Royalists.

• Parliament’s supporters were nicknamed Roundheads. Oliver 
Cromwell formed ‘The New Model Army’. It was better equipped, 
paid and trained, than the King’s forces. 

• Battles included: Edgehill 1642 (neither side won), Newbury 
1643 (Parliament won), Marston Moor 1644 (Parliament won), 
Naseby 1645 (Parliament won). 

• After his defeat at Naseby, Charles persuaded the Scots to invade 
England and a second Civil War broke out. 

• Oliver Cromwell again defeated the Royalists, at the Battle of 
Preston in 1648.

• King Charles I was put on trial, accused of Treason and beheaded 
30th Jan 1649.

Lessons 8 & 9 – Oliver Cromwell
• Oliver Cromwell was an MP who became a 

soldier and led the New Model Army to 
victory against the Royalists. 

• He was the leading figure in the trial and 
execution of the King.

• In Dec 1653, he was made ‘Lord 
Protector’. This meant he had almost all 
the powers of a Monarch. 

• Cromwell split England into 11 districts, 
each run by a Major-General. 

• Cromwell was a strict Puritan. 
• Puritans believed everyone should lead a 

pure and simple life, as Jesus had in the 
Bible.

• He banned theatres, inns, music, sport, 
singing, clothes were expected to be plain. 
Celebrations and religious festivals were 
banned, even Christmas.

• Cromwell was not popular. He was granted 
£200,000 a year and enjoyed the 
entertainments, he banned for everyone 
else. 
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KS3: Year 8 History - Stuart England and 
Restoration

This topic concentrates on England, in the latter half of the 17th century.
We will examine: Change and continuity, as England changed from being a Republic, to a 
Monarchy. Causes and consequences of major events, such as the Great Plague and 
Great Fire of London. What we can learn from Primary sources. 

By the end of the topic you will be able to answer:
What was the Restoration? 
How did life change in England, after Charles II became King?
What caused the Great Plague and what did people blame it on, in 1665?
How did people try to prevent and cure, the Bubonic Plague?
How well was the Great plague dealt with?
What were the causes and consequences of the Great Fire of London?
What can we learn from Samuel Pepys Diary (Primary sources)?
What was the Glorious Revolution?

Key events

1660 Charles II becomes King (on his 30th birthday)

1661 Oliver Cromwell’s body is exhumed and beheaded

1665 The Great Plague

1666 The Great Fire of London

1685 James II becomes King

1689 Glorious Revolution – Invasion of England by William of Orange

1689 William of Orange and his wife Mary Stuart, become Monarchs

Key People

Charles II James II

Charles II, son of Charles I, 
was in hiding in France 
after his father was 
beheaded. In 1660, 
Parliament asked him to 
return as King. He was 
often called “The Merry 
Monarch”

When James II inherited 
the throne, many 
Protestants, and 
Parliament, were 
unhappy. He followed the 
Catholic faith and married 
a Catholic wife.

When James II fled the 
country, Parliament offered 
the throne to both William and 
Mary as joint monarchs. 
Usually, the crown would have 
been offered only to Mary, but 
William said that he would not 
rule unless he could have the 
title of king.

Monarchy
Country ruled by a King or Queen.

Glorious revolution
Time when the Catholic King James II 
replaced by Protestant Monarchs William 
of Orange and his wife Mary.

Restoration
The time when the Monarchy was restored 
in England.

Bill of rights
Decree agreed by Monarch and Parliament 
that only a Protestant could rule England. 
This gave Parliament more powers.

Samuel Pepys Diary
Primary source providing evidence about 
Restoration London.

Buboes 
Puss filled boils; a symptom of the plague.
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KS3: Year 8 History - Stuart England and 
Restoration

Lessons 1 and 2 - Charles II and the Restoration
• In 1658, Oliver Cromwell demanded that his son Richard should become the 

next Lord Protector and ruler of England. Richard Cromwell was weak.
• General Monk was a powerful Duke who wanted the Monarchy restored. He 

advised, the dead King’s son (Charles II), write to Parliament. Charles 
promised to be a good King and not be like his father. Parliament liked his 
declaration and invited him to be King.

• King Charles II, arrived in London 29th May 1660. The Republic was over 
and the Monarchy restored. 

Lessons 3, 4 and 5 – The Great Plague 1665
• Plague broke out in London in the spring of 1665.
• The summer of 1665 was extremely hot so the disease spread quickly. 
• The wealthy, including the King, many doctors and clergy fled the city
• People did not know how the plague was spreading; their theories included: 

Foul air, comets, punishments from God, dogs and cats, the planets moving. 
• The plague of 1665 was probably the Bubonic Plague. Only 5% of people who 

caught the Bubonic Plague survived. 

Lessons  6  and 7 – Samuel Pepys Diary and the Great Fire of London
• Samuel Pepys (pronounced "Peeps") is famous for his diary. He wrote it from Jan 1660 
,until May 1669. It gives detailed evidence about life in London, during the reign of
Charles II and major events; such as the Great Plague and the Great Fire of London. The diary is
important because there is little primary evidence from this time. 

• Great Fire of London began in Thomas Farriner’s bakery, in Pudding Lane  2nd Sept 1666.
• The fire quickly spread and raged for five days 

• Samuel Pepys was sent by the King to command the Lord Mayor of London, to pull down 
buildings and create a ‘fire break’.

• Failure to create firebreaks and the easterly wind, caused much destruction to London. A sixth of 
London was destroyed: 13,200 houses. 400 streets and 87 churches. 

• St Pauls Cathedral lost £2 million worth of books and papers, when the lead roof melted.
• The city was rebuilt with brick houses and many new buildings, such as St. Paul’s Cathedral. 
• The fire made London a cleaner, healthier place and helped rid London of the plague.

Lesson 8 – The Glorious Revolution
• When Charles II died his brother James II, became King. James was a Catholic, this made 

Protestants unhappy.
• James put Catholics in high positions, arrested Protestant Archbishops and upset Parliament. 
• James’ first wife (Anne Hyde) bore him two Protestant children, Mary and Anne. 
• In 1673 he remarried a Catholic (Mary of Modena) ,in 1688 he had a son called James, 

was the new heir to the throne and would be brought up as a Catholic.
• Protestant Nobles wrote to William of Orange (the husband of James’ Protestant daughter Mary), 

and asked him to remove James II from England.
• When William landed with his troops, James II fled the country. 
• Parliament offered the throne to both William and Mary as joint Monarchs. 

on condition they accept the ‘Bill of Rights’, which defined future powers of 
Parliament and Monarchy and that English Monarchs should in future always be Protestant.

What really caused the Plague?

• Bacteria carried by fleas
• Fleas fed on blood from all 

animals, including humans and 
transferred the bacteria into their 
bloodstream 

What were the 
symptoms?

• Black boils 
(Buboes)

• rash of black 
spots

• shivering
• fever
• vomiting 
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KS3: Year 8 History - Transatlantic Slave Trade

1562 - John Hawkins’ first Transatlantic slave trading voyage
1789 – Oloudah Equiano publishes autobiography
1807 - Slave Trade (buying/selling slaves) abolished in 
England
1833 - Slavery (owning slaves) abolished whole of British 
Empire

Key dates

John Hawkins – first 
Englishman to trade slaves 
using Transatlantic Trade 
Triangle in c16th. Made 
wealthy by slave trade. 
Used slave on family crest.

Toussaint L’Ouverture –
leader of history's largest 
slave revolt in 1791. 
Defeated French and 
British forces. Freed all 
slaves on  Haiti.

Oloudah Equiano - ex 
slave who used his 
experiences to win support 
for the Abolitionists in 
England. Over 10,000 
copies of his autobiography 
were sold.

William Wilberforce –
MP who devoted his 
whole career and lead the 
campaign in Parliament, to 
end slavery. Died three 
days after slavery finally 
abolished.

Thomas Clarkson - helped 
form Society for Abolition 
of the slave trade. Wrote 
widely read book and 
collected evidence to help 
publicise campaign.

Josiah Wedgewood –
Wealthy potter, funded 
the Abolitionists. Designed 
plaque with motto ‘am I 
not a man and a brother’ 
for the Abolitionists

Granville Sharp – helped 
form Society for Abolition 
of the slave trade. Lawyer 
who supported many slaves 
in court cases , including 
the slave ship ‘Song’.

Solomon Northup – free 
black American, who was 
kidnapped and enslaved. 
When freed wrote 
bestselling autobiography 
‘12 years a slave’.

KKKey people

By the end of this topic, you should be able to answer the following 
questions: 
How did Britain gain a trading empire? ( benefits and problems of having an Empire)
What was the Triangular Trade route? ( route taken and goods traded)
What was it like for slaves during the Middle Passage? (Africa to Americas)
What was life like on Plantations? (work performed, standard of living)
How ere slaves Punishments? (instruments used, injuries caused)
What can I learn from a slave’s autobiography? (Solomon Northup -12 years a slave)
How did slaves resist slavery? (passive and active resistance)
Who were the Maroons? (Nanny, resistance on Jamaica)
Were any slave rebellions successful? (Amistad, Little George, Haiti)
What was the Underground Railway? (Southern states of America to north)
Why did some British people support slavery? 
What does Abolition mean? What tactics did Abolitionists use? (Propaganda)
Who were the key Individuals. involved in the Anti Slavery Movement?

Colony - Country under control of another 
country.

Plantation - Estate growing crops (coffee, 
sugar or tobacco).

Empire - Several countries ruled over b a 
single monarch.

Rebellion – Act of armed resistance against 
an established government.

Imperialism
Political policy of extending power by taking 
territories.

Racism
Prejudice against someone because of their 
race.

Middle Passage - Journey by slave ships 
from West Africa to the Americas.

Auction - Public sale goes o the highest 
bidder

New World
Name America was often referred to as.

Slave
Person who s the legal property of another.

Triangular Trade – alternate name for the 
Atlantic Slave Trade.

Abolition – the action of abolishing a 
system, practice or institution.

Emancipation
The freeing of someone from slavery.
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KS3: Year 8 History - Transatlantic Slave Trade

Lesson 1 – British Empire
• After 1750 Britain pursued a policy of Imperialism.
• From c18th Britain’s empire grew. It Included: North America, West Indies, 

Canada, India. Australia and most of Africa.
• 1783 North America broke away from Britain.
• By 1900 British Empire ruled a quarter of the entire World.

Lessons 2,3,4 and 5 - Transatlantic Slave Trade 
• Africans taken to work as slaves in the Americas
• Journey across Atlantic was known as the ‘Middle Passage’.
• In Americas slaves were sold at auction, to the highest bidder.
• Slaves then sent to work on cotton, sugar or tobacco Plantations.
• Punishments included: families separated, branding, castration, removing toes/foot, 

neck collars, thumb screws, whipping, death.
• Life expectancy was on average 26, due to: hard work, poor diet, bad living conditions.
• Field slaves worked up to eighteen-hour days.

Lesson 6: Twelve Years a Slave
• All northern states of America had stopped slavery by 1804.
• Movie ‘12 years a Slave’ is based on Autobiography by Solomon Northup.
• 1840s Northup was educated free man, living New York with wife/children.
• Northup was kidnapped, sold as slave in Louisiana, where slavery was allowed.

Lesson 7 – Slave Resistance 
• Active resistance = violent action! could harm the slave or others.
• Passive resistance = non violent act, that still resists authority.
• Slaves used songs with secret, coded messages, about freedom.
• Underground Railroad = secret network of routes/safehouses, helped slaves escape 

Plantations in south, to freedom in north. 

Lesson 8 – Slave Rebellions
• Revolt/ Rebellion/ Uprising  =  all mean violent action against authority.
• There were hundreds of slave rebellions in the Americas.
• Slaves rebelled in an attempt to win their freedom.
• 10% of all slave ships experienced revolts.
• Over 1,000 Jamaican slaves, called Maroons, rebelled and lived free. British army spent 

70 years trying to defeat Maroons.
• 1791- 1804, 100,000 slaves rebelled on Haiti, winning independence.
• 1839 illegally kidnapped slaves, onboard Amistad, killed the ships crew. Supreme Court 

found them not guilty of murder and returned them to Africa.    

Lessons 9  and 10 – Abolition of slavery
• Brits who supported slavery included: ship crews, factory owners, merchants 
• Abolitionists, campaigned for years, forcing British Government to end slavery.

Main Abolitionists included:
Former slave - Oloudah Equiano,   MP - William Wilberforce, 
Lawyer - Granville Sharp,       Businessman -Josiah Wedgewood, 
Rebellion leader -Toussaint L’Overture  
Writer - Thomas Clarkson,   Fund raiser - Elizabeth Hayrick

• 131 slaves murdered by Captain Collingwood, on slave ship ‘Zong’ . Abolitionists used the 
case to win support for the campaign to abolish slavery. 

Manufactured 
goods 
= cloth, alcohol, 
metal goods 
(guns, cooking 
pots etc)

Raw  materials 
= sugar, cotton, 
tobacco
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RSMS KS3: Year 8 The Impact of Religion 

Lesson 1 & 2 Lesson 3Religion & Rules Food Laws in Religion

Islam Judaism Hinduism Christianity
• Halal – meat must be 

killed in a special way. 
The throat is slit and a 
prayer is said over the 
animal - “Bismillahi-
Allahu Akbar” (In the 
name of Allah the 
greatest)

• Ramadan – fasting –
Muslims do not eat 
during day light hours for 
1 month.

• Not allowed to eat pigs, 
shell fish or drink alcohol.

• Kosher – these are food 
which Jews are 
permitted to eat. 
Kosher meat comes 
from animals that have 
split hooves -- like cows, 
sheep, and goats -- and 
chew their cud.

• Don’t mix Dairy & meat. 
They will have separate 
cooking utensils to 
ensure these do not 
contaminate each other.

• Vegetarian – Hindus 
believe in Karma and the 
rebirth cycle. They 
believe you shouldn’t eat 
meat as the animal has a 
soul which would most 
likely have been a human 
soul once.

• Cows are considered 
sacred - It represents 
Mother Earth, as it is a 
source of goodness and 
its milk nourishes all 
creatures

• Some do fast
• Eat fish on a Friday
• Pancake Day – to remove 

all the sweet foods from 
the house. This 
remembers the 40 days 
Jesus went into the 
wilderness.

• Christmas – advent 
calendars & mince Pies

• Easter – eggs – represent 
the stone in front of the 
tomb & they are hollow to 
remind of Jesus’ 
resurrection and new life.

The Ten Commandments
1.Do not have any other gods.
2.Do not make or worship idols.
3.Do not disrespect or misuse God’s 
name.
4.Remember the Sabbath and keep 
it holy.
5.Honour your mother and father.
6.Do not commit murder.
7.Do not commit adultery.
8.Do not steal.
9.Do not tell lies
10.Do not be jealous of others.

Some Religious laws are used 
today because they help 
build a moral society. Some 
are not against the law and 
considered to be sins against 
God only.
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RSMS KS3: Year 8 The Impact of Religion 

Lesson 4 Lesson 6Religion & Festivals Popular Culture

Lesson 5 MCQ Week

Easter
Christmas

Pancake Day
Harvest Festival

Eid Ul Adha
Eid Ul Fitr

Ashura

Passover
Yom Kippur

Rosh Hashanah

Holi
Diwali

Ganesh Chaturthi

Vaisakhi
Diwali 

Wesak
Puja

In Islam, it is custom for women to wear modest 
clothing and cover their hair. This is so they are 
respected for who they are and not what they look 
like.

Music has been influenced by religion for centuries. 
Christians used to sing to classical hymns but this has 
changed to a more modern pop song sound. 

Music is a nearly universal part of religion because it 
appeals to and heightens human senses in a way 
which, in turn, allows humans to praise through a 
medium that makes worship more enjoyable and 
everyone can use it to praise their God.

Religion has played a part in architecture & interior 
design over the years. Many homes have a Buddha 
statue in them or people are using Buddhist 
practices of meditation and Zen to relax them in 
todays busy world.

Religion also plays a huge part in the books we read and 
the TV and Films we watch. From themes about the 
Devil, how to life the best life possible to concepts of a 
greater force. Ideas are given to us through the study of 
other cultures and religions.
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RSMS KS3: Year 8 Prejudice and Discrimination

Lesson 1 Lesson 2

Human Rights & British Values Prejudice & Discrimination

Lesson 3

Martin Luther King

Human rights are the basic rights 
and freedoms that belong to every 
person in the world. In the UK 
human rights are protected by 
the Human Rights Act 1998.

•Article 1. Free and equal. ...
•Article 2. Freedom from discrimination. ...
•Article 3. Right to life. ...
•Article 4. Freedom from slavery. ...
•Article 5. Freedom from torture. ...
•Article 6. Right to recognition before the law. ...
•Article 7. Right to equality before the law. ...
•Article 8. Access to justice.

British Values
•democracy.
•the rule of law.
•individual liberty.
•mutual respect for and 
tolerance of those with 
different faiths and beliefs, 
and for those without faith.

Prejudice is preconceived opinion 
that is not based on reason or actual 
experience.
"prejudice against people from 
different backgrounds“. It is generally 
a negative thought inside your head 
about something.

Discrimination is 
the unjust or 
prejudicial 

treatment of 
different 

categories of 
people, especially 
on the grounds of 
race, age, sex, or 

disability.

The Bus Boycott – When a woman called 
Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on 
the Bus and was arrested. The Montgomery 
Bus Boycott was a civil rights protest during 
which African Americans refused to ride 
city buses, to protest segregated seating. 
The boycott took place from December 5, 
1955, to December 20, 1956.

Martin Luther King Jr. was an American Baptist minister and 
activist who became the most visible spokesperson and leader 
in the American civil rights movement from 1955 until his 
assassination in 1968.

"I Have a Dream" is a public speech that was 
delivered by American civil rights activist Martin 
Luther King Jr. during the March on Washington 
for Jobs and Freedom on August 28, 1963, in 
which he called for civil and economic rights and 
an end to racism in the United States.

Types of peaceful protests
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RSMS KS3 : Year 8 Prejudice and Discrimination 

Lesson 4 Lesson  6 & 7Mahatma Gandhi The Holocaust

Mohandas 
Karamchand Gandhi 
was born 2nd October 
1869. He came to 
London to study to be 
a Lawyer.

He found a job in 1893 
South Africa and 
travelled there on a 
first class ticket. 

When on the train he 
was asked to move to 
third class because of 
the colour of his skin. 
He refused and was 
thrown off the train.

He organised his first 
‘peaceful’ protest 
which was to burn the 
passes only ‘coloured’ 
people had to carry. He 
was beaten and 
arrested.

Gandhi returned to India in 
1915. He wanted to 
improve the conditions for 
the poorest people but he 
also campaigned for India to 
be free from the British 
Empire. 

He was renamed ‘Mahatma’ 
which means great soul.

He organised various 
peaceful protests including; 
spinning their own thread 
so they didn’t buy from the 
British, he went on hunger 
strike to stop the Indians 
from rioting and he 
marched to the sea to 
‘make salt’, which had been 
banned without a 
government licence. He 
achieved Indian 
Independence in 1947.

He was assassinated on 30th

January 1948 by Nathuram 
Godse.

The Holocaust is the term used 
for the mass murder of 6 million 
Jewish people during the Second 
World War. 

When Hitler came to power in 
1933, Jews slowly felt 
restrictions to their lives, such as 
curfews and no longer being able 
to go to school or own a 
business. 

Kristallnacht (The Night of 
Broken Glass), Nov 9th 1938. On 
this night Nazi’s began a series of 
pogroms (program) on Jews and 
their properties and burning 
Synagogues.

Jews were moved to Ghettos, to 
cleanse the towns of the Jewish 
Race. Hitler has a ‘Final Solution’, 
to completely annihilate the 
Jewish Race from history.

Some Jews managed to get a 
child onto the Kindertransport 
which brought them to the UK.

The Jews were then 
slowly moved to labour 
camps and death camps. 
They were moved in 
squashed in cattle 
wagons. 

On arrival at 
Concentration Camps 
such as Auschwitz they 
were given an outfit to 
wear that looked like 
stripped pyjamas.

They were used for slave 
labour and barely fed.

Hitler ordered for the 
Jews to be killed on Mass 
and they gassed them in 
mass gas chambers.

When the Nazi’s began to 
lose the war they emptied 
the concentration camps 
and forced the Jews to go 
on death marches.

Hitler wanted a Master 
Race called the Aryans, 
the ideal look was blonde 
hair with blue eyes.

Lesson 5 MCQ Week
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RSMS KS3: Year 8 Life After Death

Lesson 3 Lesson 4Muslim belief on the afterlife Hindu belief on the afterlife

Lesson 1 & 2 are revision & the 
Summative assessment

Islam teaches that there is life after death, and this is known as Akhirah. In Islam, it 
is Allah who decides when a person dies and most Muslims believe that when they die, 
they will stay in their graves until Yawm al-din, the Day of Judgement. On that day, they 
will be raised from their graves and brought before Allah and judged on how they lived 
their earthly lives. This belief is known as the resurrection of the body.
Those who have performed more good deeds than bad will enter Jannah, or Paradise. 
Jannah is a place described as a 'garden of everlasting bliss' and a 'home of peace'. In 
Jannah there will be no sickness, pain or sadness.

Those who have performed more bad deeds than good will enter Jahannam or Hell. 
This is a place of physical and spiritual suffering.
Muslims believe that Allah is forgiving, merciful and compassionate, so not all bad 
actions will be punished. Allah will forgive those who have repented for their sins and 
those who have done some good in their lives, for example showing kindness to others.
There are, however, some sins that many Muslims believe to be unforgivable. These 
include the sin of shirk.
People's deeds will be considered on the Day of Judgement. The Qur'an states that the 
good will receive reward, while the bad will receive punishment:
Belief in life after death is central to the meaning and purpose of most Muslims' lives. 
Many Muslims believe that they are on this earth for a relatively short time and during 
this time they are preparing themselves for eternal life after death. They view this life 
as a test and try to do as many good deeds as they can. In order to get to Jannah, they 
must also fulfil their Islamic obligations.

Muslims believe there is an angel 
on each shoulder during our lives 
that write down all our good and 
bad deeds which will be judged.

Angels Nakir and Munkar prop 
the deceased soul upright in the 
grave and ask three questions:
•Who is your Lord?
•What is your religion?
•Who is your prophet?

Most Hindus 
believe that 

humans are in a 
cycle of death 

and rebirth calle
d samsara. When 

a person dies, 
their atman is 

reborn in a 
different body.

Hindus believe 
in karma or 'intentional 

action'. Many believe 
good or bad actions in life 

leading to positive or 
negative merit, 

determines the atman's 
rebirth.

Some Hindus believe 
that humans may be 

reborn in animal 
form, and that rebirth 

from human to 
animal form only 

occurs if an atman 
has repeatedly failed 

to learn lessons in 
human form.

Living life according to 
teachings in the 
scriptures will 

eventually lead 
to moksha. Some 
Hindu scriptures 

describe moksha as 
the atman becoming 

absorbed 
with Brahman, from 
where each atman is 
believed to originate. 

Other Hindu scriptures 
describe moksha as 

living in the realm of a 
personal God.
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RSMS KS3: Year 8 Life After Death

Lesson 5 Lesson 6Christian beliefs about the afterlife Humanist beliefs about the afterlife
Christians believe that the death of the physical body is not the end. 
After their time on Earth they believe that humans will have eternal 
life in the afterlife.

Christians believe that all humans have a soul. They believe the soul 
to be a non-physical part of humans that lives on after the death of 
the physical body. Many believe that it is the soul that will live on in 
the afterlife.

People's time on Earth will be judged by God and this will determine 
what happens to the soul in the afterlife. Most Christians believe 
that they will either go to Heaven or to Hell.

Hell
Since God has given human beings free will, there must be an opportunity for people 
to reject God. This is the basis of the idea of Hell.
Hell has traditionally been depicted as a place of eternal fire that symbolises pain and 
suffering. This is seen as the result of the refusal to accept the happiness that God 
wants people to share with him. Hell is the opposite of Heaven - it is eternity in the 
absence of God.

The Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16:19-21) gives humanity an example 
of what will happen to them after life depending on how they have lived and treated 
others. The parable gives three warnings:
• not to worship material things
• to help those who are in need
• to listen to the prophets
The parable warns that if these are not followed then an individual will end up in Hell.

Humanists reject the idea or belief in a supernatural being such as God. This 
means that humanists class themselves as agnostic or atheist.

Humanists have no belief in an afterlife, and so they focus on seeking 
happiness in this life. They rely on science for the answers to questions such 
as creation, and base their moral and ethical decision-making on reason, 
empathy and compassion for others.

Humanists are concerned with human welfare and happiness and believe that 
this is the one and only life and world they have.
As a result, they believe that people should make the most of their lives while on 
Earth. However, they also believe that they have a duty to support others to live 
fulfilling lives too – this includes people who are alive today as well as future 
generations.

Because humanists do not believe in any kind of god or supernatural force that 
will solve their problems, they believe that human beings must take sole 
responsibility for solving the world's environmental problems. Only humans are 
capable of finding the solutions that can lead to a sustainable existence.
Evolution

Humanists believe that human beings were not created, but instead evolved 
naturally. They believe that humans go on evolving, along with the rest of the 
species on our planet today. Evidence shows how human welfare is heavily 
dependent on the natural world and on the continued existence of many other 
species.
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French KS3 Year 8: A past holiday  

Lessons 1 to 4: I can describe my last holidays

Verb duration where who with connective It 
was/n
ot

adjective

J’ai passé
I spent

une semaine
a week

à Strasbourg avec mes parents
with my parents

et and c’était
it was

génial
great

trois jours
3 days

aux États-Unis
in the USA

avec mon/a meilleur/
e ami/e
with my best friend

mais but Grandiose

un weekend
a weekend

en ville
In town

avec une colonie de
vacances
with a summer camp

cependant
however

ennuyeux à
mourir
Ultra-boring 

Il/elle a pas
sé
He/ 
she spent

un mois
a month

à la campagne

In 
the countryside

avec mes cousins
with my cousins

aussi
also

ce
n’était
pas
it 
wasn’t

pathétique
pathetic

au bord de 
la mer
On the sea

avec mes grand-
parents
with 
my grandparents-

pourtant
nevertheless

Amusant
fun

à la montagne
On 
the mountain

Décevant
disappointing

“the thing” 
+ subject

verb in perfect intensifers (it) is
(it) was

activity/food

Ce que j’ ai aimé
I liked

le plus
the most

c’est
It is

la piscine
the swimming pool

le moins
the least

c’était
It was

la foret
the forest

Ce que tu as mangé
you ate

beaucoup
a lot

le chocolat belge
belgium chocolate

un peu
a bit

les glaces italiennes
italian ice cream

Ce qu’il/elle a adoré
he/she loved

énormément
tremendously

(de regarder) des clips vidéos
(to watch) video clips

Ce que l’on a acheté
we bought

moyennement
moderately

(d’acheter) des baskets
(to buy) trainers

Ce que nous avons joué
we played

tellement
so much

(de jouer) au beachvolley
(to play) beachvolley

Ce que vous avez regardé
you watched

tant (de)
so much

(de nager) dans la mer
(to swim) in the sea

Ce qu’ils/elles ont écouté
they listened

(d’écouter) un concert en ligne
(to listen) a concert online

Lessons 5 to 8: I can describe the activities I did and give a range of opinions

Key Questions:
- Où as-tu passé tes dernières vacances? Where did you spend your last holidays
- Avec qui? Who with?
-Comment c’était? How was it?
-Qu’est-ce tu as fait pendant tes vacances? What did you do during your holidays?
-Qu’est ce que tu as aimé le plus/le moins? What did you enjoy the most? 
-As-tu déja voyagé a l’étranger? Have you been abroad?
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French KS3 Year 8: A past holiday

Lessons 9 to 12: I can describe a holiday abroad

Subject + went place Who with Subject + travelled By (transp
ort)

It was (not) Adjective

Je suis allé(e)

en vacances
(on holidays)

avec mes parents. J’ai voyagé
I travelled

en voiture.
(by car)

C’était
It was

génial
great

en Espagne
(in Spain)

avec mes amis. en bus.
(by bus)

sympa
nice

en Écosse
(in Scotland)

avec mes grand-
parents.

en bateau.
(by boat)

triste
sad

au Pays 
de Galles (Wales)

avec mes cousins. Nous avons voyagé

We travelled

en train.
(by train)

marrant
fun

en Italie avec mon frère et ma 
sœur .

en avion.
(by plane)

Ce n’était pas
It was not

nul
rubbish

en Allemagne
(in Germany)

avec ma famille. en car.
(by coach)

fantastique

au Danemark avec mon oncle et ma t
ante.
(with my uncle 
and aunt)

ennuyeux à mourrir
ultra-boring

High frecuency words:

assez [quite]
un peu [a bit]
mon/ma/mes [my] 
Ton/ ta/tes [your]
Tres [very]
Mais  [but]
aussi[also/too]
et [and]
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French KS3 Year 8: Festival and Celebrations 

Lessons 1 to 2: I can describe my last holidays Lessons 3 to 6: I can describe the activities I did and give a range of opinions

Key Questions:
- Quelles sont les fetes populaires? What are the popular celebrations in 
France?
- Quelles fêtes aimes-tu ou pas? Which celebrations do you like or not?
-Comment c’était? How was it?
-Qu’est-ce tu as fait pendant les fêtes? What did you during the celebrations?
-Qu’est ce que tu mangé? What did you enjoy the most? 
-Que désirez-vous? What would you like?
-

j’aime I like célébrer L’Aïd

Je n’aime pas I don’t like Noel Le Saint-Valentin

j’adore I love Le Nouvel An Avec ma famille

j’apprécie I appreciate Mon anniversaire Avec mes amis

Je déteste I hate Pâques Tout seul

For + event I + verb Direct object (what) Connectiv
e

Opinion 
starter

It’s + 
Adjective

Pour le carnaval

Pour la fête de la 
musique

Pour la Chandeleur

Pour Noel

Pour mon 
anniversaire

Pour L’Aid

Pour le Nouvel An

je porte (I wear)
je choisis (I choose)

des vêtements rouges
(red clothes)

un masque (a mask)

des vêtements cool
(cool clothes)

et

cependant
(however)

parce que

vu que
(since
that)

bien que
(although)

je pense 
que

je préfère

je trouve 
que
(I find that)

je dirais 
que
(I would
say that)

c’est super

c’est d’un 
ennui
(it’s so borri
ng!)

c’est 
divertissant
it’s entertaini
ng

c’est drôle
(it’s funny)

c’est 
important

ce n’est 
pas sympa
(it’s not nice)

je regarde (I watch) la parade en ville

je rends visite
(I go visit)

à mes grands-parents
à mon oncle 
(to my uncle)
à ma tante
( to my aunt)

je finis (I finish) mes devoirs 
(my homework)

je retrouve (I meet) mes copains
(my male friends)

mes copines
(my female friends)

mes amis

mes cousins

j’entends (I hear) la musique
le concert
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French KS3 Year 8: Festival and Celebrations
Lessons 7 to 10: I can interact at the market

High frecuency words:

assez [quite]
un peu [a bit]
mon/ma/mes [my] 
Ton/ ta/tes [your]
Tres [very]
mais  [but]
aussi[also/too]
et [and]

Lessons 10 to 12: I can describe my favourite meal

For (event) Who with I went to City [who] ate in [place] What you chose Food because reasons

Pour mon anniversaire,

Pour la Pâques,

Pour Noël,

Pour le Nouvel An

Pour la Saint-Valentin

avec mes parents

avec mes grands-parents

avec mes amis

avec un(e) ami(e)

je suis allé(e)
(I went)

nous sommes al
lés(ées)
(we went)

à Paris.

à Londres.

à Nottingham.

à Calais.

au Mont Saint-Michel.

J'ai mangé dans 
un restaurant.

On a mangé dans un 
café.

Nous avons mangé da
ns un parc.

J'ai choisi

Nous avons choisi

On a choisi

une bouillabaisse
(fish soup)

une quiche lorraine

des moules-frites
(mussels and chips)

du pain et du fromage
(bread and cheese)

des œufs frits
(fried eggs)

de la salade verte et 
des tomates

des gâteaux
(cakes)

des crêpes Suzettes

car

parce que

puisque
(since)

j'adore manger des frites

j'aime bien le gout
(I quite like the taste)

je n'aime pas manger 
des légumes
(I don't like to eat vegetables)

j'adore ce qui est sucré / salé
(I love what is sweet / salty)

C'est délicieux

C'est épicé
(it's spicy)

C'est léger
(it's light)

C'est savoureux

• Good morning Sir, what would you like?
• I would like a kilo of tomotoes please.
• Anything else?
• I would like 4 artichoke please.
• Is that it?
• Yes thank you. How much is it?
• It is 10.15 Euros, please.
• Here we go. 
• Thank you, have a good day.
• Good bye Miss
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French KS3 Year 8: LeisureLessons 1 to 4: I can describe an idole

Lessons 5 to 8: I can describe the types of tv program and give opinions on them 

Key Questions:
-Qui est ton chanteur ou acteur préféré? Who is your favourite singer or actor?
- Pourquoi? Why?
-Qu’est-ce que tu aimes regarder á la télé? What do you like watching on TV?
-Qu’est-ce tu as aimes dans ces programmes? What do you like about them?
-Qu’est ce que tu as aimé le plus/le moins? What did you enjoy the most/the least? 

Opinion 
phrase

who Because in 
my opinion

verb Adjective / complement

J’adore

J’aime
beaucoup
(I like a lot)

J’aime assez
(I quite like)

J’aime un
peu
(I like a bit)

Je n’aime
pas

Je déteste

le 
chanteur + 
name
la 
chanteuse 
(+ name) 
(the 
singer)

L’acteur 
(male) + 
name
l’actrice + 
name
(female)

le groupe
+ name
(the band)

car à 
mon avis
(because in 
my opinion)

car selon moi
(because 
according to 
me)

car 
je pense que
(because I 
think that)

car 
je crois que
(because I 
believe that)

il 
/ elle est
He/she 
is

ils / elle
s sont
They are

arrogant
intelligent
généreux
sérieux
marrant (funny)
divertissant (fun)
beau (handsome)
travailleur (hardworking)
égoiste (selfish)
méchant (mean)

il / elle a
He/she 
is

ils / elle
s ont
They are

beaucoup de talent
a lot of talent

Opinion TV beca
use

I (do not) 
think that

They are (not) Adjective

J’aime assez

J’aime beaucoup

J’aime un peu

J’adore

Je déteste

Je n’aime pas

Note: You 
can replace 
Je with Il or Elle

les comédies (f)
les dessins (m) 
animés (cartoons)
les documentaires (m)
les feuilletons (m) 
(soaps)
les infos (f) (the news)
les jeux (m) 
télévisés (gameshows)
les séries (f) policières 
(series)

car

parce 
que

je  pense 
que

je  trouve
que

Je 
crois que

ils / elles sont

ils /elles ne 
sont pas

divertissant(e)s

amusant(e)s

marrant(e)s

complètement
nul(le)s

intéressant(e)s

ridicules

plein(e)s 
d’action
=filled with 
actions

les émissions (f) de …
cuisine (cooking 
shows)
musique
science-fiction (SF 
shows)
sport
télé-réalité (reality tv 
shows)

les gens 
ont beaucoup 
de talent

= people have 
a lot of talent
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French KS3 Year 8: A past holidayLessons 9 to 12: I can compare the different ways 
I use  technology

Time phrases Opinion Activities/what because reason Contrast 
with past

verb It was + adjective

D’habitude
(usually)

En ce moment
(at the moment)

Souvent
(often)

Parfois
(sometimes)

De temps en temps
(from time to time)

Tout le temps
(all the time)

Le weekend (at 
the weekend)

Tous les soirs
(Every evening)

Tous les après-midis
(every afternoon)

Tous les matins
(every morning)

j’aime
(I like)

j’aime un peu
(I like a bit)

j’aime assez
(I quite like)

je n’aime pas
(I don’t like)

je n’aime pas du 
tout
(I don’t like at all)

je déteste
(I hate)

j’adore (I love)

écouter de la 
musique en streaming
(streaming music)

télécharger des chanson
(downloading songs)

créer des playlistes sur 
mon portable
(creating playlists on 
my laptop)

jouer sur ma xbox
(playing on my Xbox)

acheter des jeux et jouer e
n ligne
(buying and playing online)

car
(because)

parce que
(because)

c’est facile
(it’s easy)

c’est varié
(it’s diverse)

ce n’est pas cher
(it’s not expensive)

c’est cher
(it’s expensive)

c’est gratuit
(it’s free)

c’est amusant
(it’s fun)

mais hier
(but yesterday)

mais le weekend
dernier (but last 
weekend)

j’ai joué aux jeux vidéos
(I played)

j’ai regardé les publicités
(I watched adverts)

j’ai écouté de 
la musique en streaming
(I streamed music)

j’ai créé des playlistes sur 
mon ordinateur
(I created playlists on 
my computer)

j’ai téléchargé des chansons
(I downloaded songs)

j’ai perdu la partie
(I lost the match (on 
the game))

C’était / ce n’était
pas
(it was / it was 
not) …

génial (great)

super

amusant (fun)

varié (diverse)

ennuyeux (boring)
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Spanish KS3: Year 8 Mis Vacaciones  

fui – I went fue – it was

fuimos – we went

Key Questions:

- ¿Adónde fuiste de vacaciones?
- ¿Con quién fuiste?
- ¿Cómo fuiste?
- ¿Cómo fue?

Lessons 1 to 4 

¿Adónde fuiste de vacaciones? ¿Con quién fuiste? ¿Cómo fuiste? ¿Cómo fue?

El año pasado
[last year]

El mes pasado
[last month]

El verano pasado
[last summer]

fui a 
[i went to]

Escocia
[Scotland]

España 
[Spain]

Francia
[France]

Gales
[Wales]

Inglaterra
[England]

Irlanda 
[Ireland]

Italia
[Italy]

con mis amigos
[with my friends]

con mi familia
[with my family]

con mis padres
[with my parents]

fui en
[i went by]

fuimos en
[we went by]

autocar
[coach]

avión
[plane]

barco
[boat/ferry]

coche
[car]

tren
[train]

fue
[it was]

divertido [fun/funny]

estupendo [brilliant]

fenomenal [fantastic]

flipante [awesome]

genial [great]

guay [cool]

regular [OK]

un desastre [a disaster]

horrible [horrible]

horroroso [terrible]

raro [weird]

No fui de vacaciones [I didn’t go on holidays]

Exclamations:

¡Qué bien! - How great!
¡Qué divertido! - How fun / funny!
¡Qué guay! = How cool!
¡Qué suerte! - How lucky! / What 
luck!

High frecuency words:

a [to]
en [by]
con [with]
mi/mis [my]

Lessons 5 to 8  
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Spanish KS3: Year 8 Mis vacaciones   

visité – I visited comí – I ate salí – I went out

Key Questions:

- ¿Qué hiciste?
- ¿ Cómo te fue?

¿Qué hiciste? ¿Cómo te fue?

El primer día 
[On the first day]

Otro día 
[another day]

El ultimo día 
[on the last day]

Primero 
[First]

Luego
[Then]

Después
[After]

Más tarde 
[later]

Por la mañana
[in the morning]

Por la tarde
[in the afternoon]

visité monumentos [I visited monuments]

compré una camiseta [I bought a t-shirt]

saqué fotos [I took potos]

monté en bicicleta [I rode a bike]

descansé en la playa [I relaxed on the beach]

bailé [I danced]

nadé en el mar [I swam in the sea]

tomé el sol [I sunbathed]

comí paella [I ate paella]

bebí una limonada [I drank a lemonade]

conocí a un chico/a [I met a boy/girl]

salí con mi hermana [I went out with my sister]

vi un castillo [I saw a castle]

Me encantó y 

[I loved it and]

Me gustó y 

[I liked it and ]

¡Lo pasé bomba! 
[I had a fantastic time]

¡Lo pasé fenomenal! 
[I had a wonderful time]

¡Lo pasé guay! 
[I had a great/cool time]

No hice nada [I didn’t do anything]

High frecuency words:

y [and]
en [by]
con [with]
mi/mis [my]

Lessons 9 to 12  
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Spanish KS3: Year 8 Todo sobre mi vida   

visité – I visited comí – I ate salí – I went out

Key Questions:

- ¿Qué haces con tu móvil?
- ¿ Qué música escuchas?

Lessons 1 to 4 

¿Qué haces con tu móvil?

Todos los días
[every day]

Dos o tres veces a la semana
[two or three times a week]

A veces 
[sometimes]

Normalmente 
[normally]

De vez en cuando
[from time to time]

Nunca 
[never]

Todo el tiempo 
[All the time]

chateo con mis amigos

[I chat with my friends]

comparto videos

[I share videos]

escucho música

[I listen to music]

saco fotos

[I take pictures]

juego

[I play]

veo videos

[I watch videos]
High frecuency words:

así que [so]
además [furthermore]
también [also]
y [and]

¿Qué música escuchas?

Escucho
[I listen]

No escucho
[I don’t listen 
to]

rap

música clásica

música pop

música electrónica

rock

la música de [name]

porque
[because]

me gusta
[I like]

me encanta
[I love]

me flipa
["Is amazing“]

Odio
[I hate]

no me gusta nada
[I don’t like at all]

el/la cantante
[the singer]

el ritmo
[the rhythm]

la melodía
[the tune]

Lessons 5 to 8 
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Spanish KS3: Year 8 Todo sobre mi vida

hice – I did jugué – I played

fui – I went veo – I watch

Key Questions:

- ¿Qué te gusta ver?
- ¿Qué hiciste ayer?

Lessons 9 to 12 High frecuency words:

porque [because]
pero [but]
además [furthermore]
y [and]

¿Qué hiciste ayer?

Ayer 
[yesterday]

Por la mañana
[in the morning]

Por la tarde
[in the afternoon]

bailé en mi dormitorio

[I danced in my bedroom]

fui al cine

[I went to the cinema]

hice gimnasia 

[I did gymnastics]

jugué al fútbol

[I played football]

monté en bici

[I rode my bike]

salí con mis amigos

[I went out with my friends]

¿Qué te gusta ver?
Cuando puedo 
[when I can]

Cuando tengo tiempo
[when I have time]

A veces
[sometimes]

Siempre
[always]

Después del instituto
[After school]

A menudo
[Often]

Los fines de semana
[On weekends]

veo
[I watch]

perfiero ver
[I prefer watching]

me gusta ver
[I like watching]

me encanta ver
[I love watching]

no me gusta ver
[I don't 
like watching]

odio ver
I hate watching

el telediario
[the news]

comedias
[comedies]

telenovelas
[soap operas]

documentales
[documentaries]

programas de deportes
[sport programs]

concursos
[game shows]

películas
[films]

con mi familia
[with my family]

con mi mejor amigo
[with my best friend]

con mi hermano
[with my brother]

con mi hermana
[with my sister]

con mis padres
[with my parents]

con mis abuelos
[with my 
grandparents]

porque
[because]

dado que
[as]

ya que
[since]

aunque
[although]

pero
[but]

sin embargo
[however]

me relaja
[it relaxes me]

me divierte 
[I enjoy it]

me hace reír
[it makes me laugh]

me interesa
[I am interested]

me fascina
[it fascinates me]

me hace pensar
[it makes me think]

me aburre
[it bores me]

no me interesa
[I am not interested]
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Spanish KS3: Year 8 ¡A comer!

es – it is son – they are

Key Questions:

- ¿Qué comida te gusta?
- ¿Qué bebida te gusta?
- ¿Por qué te gusta esa comida?
- ¿Por qué te gusta esa bebida?

Lessons 1 to 5 

High frecuency words:

porque [because]
no 
pero [but]
y [and]

¿Qué comida/bebida te gusta?

Me encanta [I love]

Me gusta mucho 
[I like a lot]

Me gusta [I like]

No me gusta [I don’t like]

Odio [I hate]

Prefiero [I prefer]

el chocolate [chocolate]

el pan [bread]

el pescado [fish]

el queso [cheese]

el zumo [juice]

el arroz [rice]

el agua [water]

la carne [meat]

la ensalada [salad]

la fruta [fruit]

la leche [milk]

porque es 
[because it is]

porque no es 
[because it is not]

delicioso /a [delicious]

dulce [sweet]

refrescante[refreshing]

sabroso/a [tasty]

sano/a [healthy]

asqueroso/a [disgusting]

Me encantan [I love]

Me gustan mucho 
[I like a lot]

Me gustan [I like]

No me gustan [I don’t like]

Odio [I hate]

Prefiero [I prefer]

los huevos [eggs]

los tomates [tomatoes]

las hamburguesas [burgers]

las naranjas [oranges]

los plátanos [bananas]

las verduras [vegetables]

las salchichas [sausages]

porque son
[because they are]

porque no son
[because they are not ]

asquerosos/as [disgusting]

deliciosos /as [delicious]

dulces [sweet]

sabrosos/as [tasty]

sanos/as [healthy]
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Spanish KS3: Year 8 ¡A comer!  

quiero – I want como – I have lunch

desayuno – I have breakfast ceno – I have dinner

Key Questions:

- ¿Qué vas tomar?
- ¿Algo más?
- ¿A qué hora comes?

Lessons 6 to 10 

High frecuency words:

a las [at]
por favor [please]
gracias [thank you]
y [and]

¿Qué vas a tomar?

Voy a tomar [I’ll have]

Me gustaría tomar 
[I would like to have]

Quiero [I want]

de primer plato 
[as a starter]

de segundo plato 
[for main course]

de postre [for dessert]

ensalada [salad]

huevos fritos[fried eggs]

gambas [prawns]

sopa [soup]

pollo [chicken]

pan [bread]

chuletas de cerdo[pork chops]

patatas fritas [chips]

un filete [steak]

un bocadillo [a sandwich]

tortilla [omelette]

helado [ice cream]

tarta de queso [cheesecake]

por favor 

[please]

Expressions:

Tengo hambre [I am hungry]
Tengo sed [I am thirsty] 
Nada más [nothing else]
La cuenta [the bill]

¿A qué hora comes?
desayuno [I have breakfast]

como 
[I have lunch]

meriendo 
[I have la snack]

ceno [I have dinner]

a la una 
[at 1 o’clock]

a las dos y cuarto
[at quarter past 2]

A las tres y media [at half past 3]

A las ocho menos cuarto [at quarter to 8]
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Dance KS3: Year 8 Core Skills
Technical, Expressive, Mental & Physical 
Skills
T- Accuracy of actions, pathway, direction, 
timing content.
E- Sensitivity to other dancers, facial 
expression, musicality..
M- Planning of rehearsal, response to 
feedback.
P – Extension, elevation, isolation.

Elements we will focus on 
Confidence/ posture / actions / co-ordination /Team work /dynamics 
flexibility/mirroring / Extension / Elevation / formation /contact / lead & 
follow / creative Skills /Professional works / Transitions / Telling a story.

Facial 
Expressions

A form of nonverbal communication using the face , helping the 
audience connect with music, theme, narrative, character or 
style.

Strength: Muscular power.

Balance: A steady or held position achieved by an even distribution of 
weight.

Stamina: Ability to maintain physical and mental energy over periods of 
time.

Projection: The energy the dancer uses to connect with and draw in the 
audience.

Safe Practice: To include warm up and appropriate clothing

Highlight: Moments that stands out in the choreography
Musicality: The ability to make the unique qualities of the accompaniment 

evident in performance.

Focus: Use of the eyes to enhance performance or interpretative 
qualities

Physical & Expressive Skills

Safe Working Practice
Warm up
Cool down
Nutrition
Wear appropriate clothing
Wear appropriate footwear
No jewellery

Rehearsing Effectively
Energy: Find a balance between 
putting in effort & conserving 
energy.

Planning: Figure out what you 
need to improve & focus on that.

Feedback: Mirrors, your group, 
another group, teacher.

Repetition: Going through 
something once is not make it 
better!
Practice makes perfect.

Key Dance Vocabulary

Relationships The way in which dancers interact 
with each other,

Originality The ability to think independently and 
creatively to realise artistic intensions.

Process How you reach your final piece.

Stimulus Inspiration for an idea or movement 
phrase.

Action / 
Reaction

One person or group perform, the 
second person or group performs in 
response to the first.

Choreographic 
Devices

Methods used to develop and vary 
choreography.

Elements Of Dance  Body – Energy – Space – Time = BEST
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Dance KS3: Year 8 Core Skills

Choreographic Skills
There are lots of ways to create new 
choreography or adapt existing phrases. Add 
Choreographic devices? such as changes of 
levels, speeds, unison, canon, contrast and 
dynamics to your performance to make it more 
enjoyable and interesting to watch.  Using 
actions, space, dynamics and relationships will 
make choreography look imaginative and 
creative. Choreography is best when it is 
exciting, original and shows clear development.

CHARLESTON  Historical Context:
The Charleston is a dance named after the 
harbour city of Charleston, South Carolina. 

Became popular in the 1920’s during the era 
of jazz music.

Very popular with Flappers, rebellious young 
women of 1920’s.

Danced as a solo, partner or in 
a group.

Derived from lindy Hop.

Stylistic Features of CHARLESTON
Quick, complex footwork.
Knees twist in & out & heels are swung 
sharply outwards on each step.
Rhythmic stomping.
Kicking, slapping legs and arm swings.
Flamboyant.
Cheeky.
Lively.
Bouncy.

AFRICIAN Historical Context:
The term African dance refers mainly to the numerous dance 
styles of Sub-Saharan Africa

Dances play a significant role in traditional African society 
such as, dancing at festivals, religious ceremonies, marriages, 
funerals, and almost every social occasion.

The drum is a crucial component of African tradition. It could 
be considered the heartbeat of the tribe, setting the mood of 
the community and serving as a communal point of energy 
connecting tribal members together.
Each dance is performed for a very specific purpose.

African dances have influenced many modern dance styles.

Choreography
Relationships: 
Contact – movement in one dancer’s body is 
connected to another's.
Counterpoint:
Different phrase happening simultaneously.
Space – Travel: Actions which move around 
the stage space.

Stylistic Features of AFRICAN DANCE
Bending of the knees.
Clapping of the hands.
Swinging of arms.
Stomping of the feet.
Gestures.
Circular pathways.
Rhythmic body movements.
Isolated movements.
Lively.
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Drama KS3: Year 8 Core Skills

Word Definition
Tableaux Frozen image

Proxemics
the branch of knowledge that deals with the 

amount of space that people feel it necessary 
to set between themselves and others.

Naturalism

Naturalism is a movement in European 
drama and theatre that developed in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries. It refers to 
theatre that attempts to create an illusion of 

reality through a range of dramatic and 
theatrical strategies.

Realism
The accurate depiction of everyday life, with 

flaws and imperfections included.

Flashback or analepsis
A Scene that takes place before the story 

begins

Scenario
In the performing arts is a synoptical collage 
of an event or series of actions and events. 

Lesson 1
Top to Toe Acting
This is where you develop your 
character’s physicality literally from 
the top of your head to your toes. 
You think about their posture, their 
facial expressions, how they hold 
their shoulders and all the way down 
to how they walk.

Lesson 3
Techniques- Angel and Devil 

Lesson 6
Techniques- Flashback

Lesson 8
Techniques- Circle of consciousness

Throughout this unit you will use:

Transitions- These are the ways you smoothly 
move from one scene to the next.

Status- This is how you show the power that one 
character has in relation to others.

Directing Questions:
What Vocal and Physical skills would you need to 
perform this Dialogue?
"Linda Croxley. If you don't behave you 
will spend the remaining time of visiting 
Corwy in the coach.”
Can you describe exactly what and how you would 
do it?

Key Vocabulary
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Drama KS3: Year 8 Core Skills

VOCAL SKILLS
PACE: The speed that you speak at. 

PAUSE: A break in speaking; a period of silence.

VOLUME: The loudness or quietness of your voice. 

PITCH: How high or low your voice is.

TONE:  How you show the emotion of a character.

ACCENT: The way you show what country or region a character is from  
by their use of vocabulary and the way they pronounce words.

POWER/PROJECTION: The amount of tension in your voice. This is not 
the same as volume – you can have large vocal power at a low volume.

DICTION: The clearness of your voice – the audience 
being able to understand what you are saying.

ARTICULATION: The way that you pronounce each letter in a word. If using a 
high level of articulation, you would pronounce every letter in every word. 
abcde... 

PHYSICAL SKILLS
DIRECTION: The position you face or move in. 

PACE: The speed that you move at. 

GAIT: The way that you walk. 

TENSION: How tightly you are holding your muscles.

GESTURE: A movement (of the head, arm, hand, leg or foot which 
communicates a specific meaning.

CONTROL: Being able to execute a specific and precise movement.

EYE CONTACT: Choosing to look at a specific performer, object, 
audience member or direction.

POSTURE: The way that you sit or stand; the 
alignment of your spine. Your physical stance, 
which conveys information about your character

FACIAL EXPRESSION: Using your face to 
show how a character is feeling.
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Drama KS3: Year 8 Devising

Word Definition

Character a person in a novel, play, or film and the 
distinctive nature of something

Theme
an idea that recurs in or pervades a work of 

art or literature

Structure
construct or arrange according to a plan; give 

a pattern or organization to

Characterisation
the creation or construction of a fictional 

character

Audience Impact
The effect something has on the people 

watching

Stimulus
The starting point, idea or inspiration for your 

devised drama. It is what you base your 
drama around.. 

Lesson 1
Sequencing and marking the moment
The order you tell a story is important. Do you 
want to sequence the story in the order the 
events happened? Or do you want to control 
when you give the audience access to certain 
events? This can be done through changing the 
order you tell a story.
Marking the moment is using sound or physical 
techniques like freeze frames to signify an 
important event to the audience.

Lesson 2
Status and levels
Status describes a person’s position of 
responsibility or power. Levels can be used in 
drama to show this simply, by positioning a 
higher status character on a raised level to others.

Lesson 3
Thought Tracking
Thought tracking is a line of speech which reflects 
what that character is THINKING, not what they 
necessarily say out loud.

Lesson 4 and 5
Alternative ways to represent a real event
Sometimes if we are dealing with a real life event it might 
not be best to use a realistic representation of that event. 
Sensitive subjects could be better represented in a stylised 
or non-naturalistic way. Abstract or physical theatre could 
suggest the event to an audience.

Lesson 6
Transitions
Transitions are how we move from one scene or freeze to 
another and these look better when they are planned, 
rehearsed and deliberate.

Key Vocabulary

Lesson 7
Setting performance targets and developing a rehearsal 
plan
A rehearsal plan is a short description of what your aim is and how 
you are going to meet it. It should be a SMART Target. (Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timed)

Lesson 8
Performances and reflection
What new techniques did you use and how well did the performance 
go? What were your performance strengths? What areas of your 
acting do you still need to develop?

Devising means making a play up yourself based on a stimulus. 
This is a unit where you will use real life events and so 
sensitivity and care is needed.
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KS3: Year 8 Samba

This 
signals to 

stop 
playing.

This signifies to 
play the first 

call + response 
section

This signifies to 
play the second 
call + response 

section
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KS3:Year 8 Rock ‘n’ Roll

When did Rock ‘n’ Roll music develop? Hinterland

The 1950’s and 1960’s was the era of rock ‘n’ roll music.  Many people would say it began in 
New York on 12 April 1954 when Bill Haley and his Comets recorded ‘Rock around the Clock’ 
featuring the exciting new amplified electric guitar.  Haley’s music was a mixture of popular 
styles, especially rhythm and blues with country and western. 
It was a brash sound and possessed an energy and drive 
particularly appealing to young people.  

Rock ‘n’ Roll music revolutionised dance styles.  Throughout America, new dances such 
as the jive, the twist, the turn and the mashed potato became popular and spread 
quickly to Britain.  In the 1950’s a new teenage culture was born with rock ‘n’ roll stars 
leading the fashions of the time.  Young people had much more independence and their 
taste in clothes, entertainment, music and lifestyle no longer 
reflected that of their parents.  

For the first time, the mass media, promoted the new music on 
a world-wide scale.  Every teenage coffee bar had its own juke
box playing the most popular singles at full volume and 

small portable record players allowed young people to play 
their own music freely.  The record industry found a new market
in teenagers hungry for popular music and records sold in their millions. 

Musical Features of Rock ‘n’ Roll Famous Rock ‘n’ Roll Artists

• Solo singer accompanied by a variety of instruments such as piano, guitar, string bass 
drums, saxophone, trumpet, trombone or backing singers.

• Simple lyrics
• Verse-chorus structure
• Fast tempo
• Major key
• Walking bass line
• 12 bar-blues chord structure
• Shouty vocals
• Call & response
• Beats 2 and 4 emphasised by the snare drum (backbeat)
• Melody and accompaniment texture

Rock ‘n’ Roll stars included Elvis Presley, Little Richard, Chuck Buddy and Buddy Holly.

Elvis Presley was an American singer and actor.  Named the                  
“King of Rock and Roll”.  He is regarded as one of the most significant 

cultural icons of the 20th century.  He started to play the guitar and sing 
at the age of 11.  He couldn’t read or write music and had no formal

lessons, he was a natural musician and played everything by ear.

Chuck Berry was an American singer, songwriter and guitarist.  He refined
and developed rhythm and blues into the major elements that made rock
and roll distinctive.  Writing lyrics that focused on teen life and developed 
a music style that included guitar solos and showmanship.
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KS3: Year 8 Warm up’s and Nutrition.

Name of Nutrient Definition

Carbohydrates There are two types of Carbohydrates (Simple and Complex).
Simple Carbohydrates are also known as Sugars. The basic units of carbohydrates are simple sugar 
molecules, for example glucose, fructose and sucrose. They are provided by sweet foods like 
chocolate, milk and fruit.

Complex Carbohydrates are also known as Starch. These are formed of long chains of sugars joined 
together. They are found in foods like bread, rice, pasta and potatoes.

Protein Proteins are compounds made up of amino acid molecules. They are one of the three main food 
groups, and are needed by the body for cell growth and repair.

Protein-rich foods include fish, meat, eggs, milk and cheese.

Fibre Fibre is a non-digestible group of substances found in plant foods which can't be completely digested 
by human digestive enzymes.  As it is not absorbed by the body, fibre therefore acts as a bulking 
agent to the body and helps remove waste.

Vitamins and 
Minerals

Your body needs vitamins and minerals in small amounts, they help use other nutrients efficiently. 
You can usually get enough vitamins and minerals from a balanced diet that includes plenty of fruit 
and vegetables.

Warm ups:
A warm up is crucial before taking part in any physical 
activity! The warm up consists of 3 parts in the order 
below:
1. A pulse raising activity
2. Stretches (5 basic muscle Stretches)
3. Sport/activity related activity
The purpose is to increase the heart rate, prevent 
injury and prepare the body for exercise!

Hinge Joint:
these can be found in the elbow, knee and ankle. 
Hinge joints are like the hinges on a door, and 
allow you to move the elbow and knee in only one 
direction.

Ball and Socket Joint:
These types of joint can be found at the shoulder 
and hip and allow movement in almost every 
direction. A ball and socket joint is made up of a 
round end of one bone that fits into a small cup-
like area of another bone.

The Joints:

Deltoid stretch Tricep stretch

Gastrocnemius stretch Hamstring stretch

Quadricep 
stretch

The Muscles:
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KS3: Year 8 Cooking Methods – Core Knowledge

Gelatinisation is the process of heating starch in water. 
As the heat increases, the starch absorbs water until 
they burst and thickens the surrounding liquid. 
Gelatinisation is complete at 960c.

Classification of vegetables - Vegetables are classified 
according to which part of the plant is eaten. Some 
vegetables fit into more than one category when several 
different parts of the plant are edible, e.g. both the roots 
and leaves of beetroot can be eaten.

Sources of protein – meat, fish, 
poultry, cheese and 
dairy products.
Sources of carbohydrates –
bread, rice, pasta, cereal, 
vegetables.
Sources of fats – butter, cheese, 
lard, fatty meats.

6 types of pastry:
Short crust
Puff
Hot water crust
Choux
Filo
Choux

Macro nutrients are nutrients that the 
body needs in larger quantities – these are 
FATS, PROTEINS and CARBOHYDRATES.
Micronutrients – Vitamins and minerals 
are needed in smaller quantities.

Short crust

Types of pastry

Choux
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KS3: Year 8 Cooking Methods – Core Knowledge

The ultimate convenience food, eggs 
are powerhouses of nutrition packed 
with protein and a range of 18 vitamins 
and minerals. They’re also hugely 
versatile. Almost all eggs are edible but 
the most consumed are hen’s eggs. Bantam, 
quail, duck and goose eggs are also readily 
available and vary in size and flavour.

Eggs bind mixtures together as well as enriching 
the flavour. Beaten egg whites provide volume 
by trapping air.

Eggs

Denaturation of eggs

Denaturation is the first 
step in coagulation. Coagulation happens when the protein 
molecules unfold during denaturation, bump into other 
protein molecules, and combine together in clumps to 
become a solid.

Coagulation is the process of turning a 
liquid into a solid or semi solid by the 
application of heat, mechanical action, 
enzymes or acids. Egg whites coagulate at 
60°C, egg yolks 65°C, with 
full coagulation occurring at 70°C

Coagulation

Eggs can be produced by the following methods:
Free range
Barn
Caged

Aeration refers to the process of introducing a gas, such as air, into a 
liquid or viscous solution. Beaten eggs contribute volume 
and lighter texture to baked goods such as sponge cake. 
The aeration achieved in lighter textured

Egg production
Aeration
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KS3: Year 8  Sill Life and Pop Art 
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Pop art is an art movement that emerged in the United Kingdom and the United 
States during the mid- to late-1950s. One of its aims is to use images of popular (as 
opposed to elitist) culture in art, emphasizing the banal or kitschy elements of any 
culture, most often through the use of irony.

Skills and Techniques
Line, Shape, Collage, Ben-day dots, Recording, 

Colour, Tone

Paul Cezanne
Maria Nepomuceno 
Andy Warhol 
Roy Lichtenstein
Peter Blake 

Form A 3D shape / to make 
something appear 3D

Shape The outline of an object

Colour The hue, tint or shade

Tone The light and dark (highlight –
mid-tone – lowlight)

Line Individual marks made on a 
surface

Texture The appearance of the surface

Pattern Repeated motifs

Popular Art Culture, Mixed Media, Thick 
black outline, Ben-day dots, Comic Strip, 

Irony, Complementary colour, Solid 
colour, Mark making, Collage, Repeat 

imagery, Abstract pattern, Photographic 
layers

• My first impressions of this piece 
are…

• This piece of work is about…
• I think the Artist has made this 

piece by…
• This piece reminds me of…
• The part that I find most interesting 

is…
• I think this piece is about…
• This piece of work makes me feel…
• The areas I like/don’t like about 

this piece are…

Assessments

Term 1A - Still Life / Paul Cezanne 
A01/A02
Term 1B – Pop Art / Andy Warhol
Term 2A – Pop Art / Roy Lichtenstein / 
Peter Blake

Assessment Objectives

A01 – Artist Research 
A02 – Exploring different mediums
A03 – Drawings, Ideas and Intentions
A04 – Final Outcome

Exhibitions
Tate Modern

London
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KS3: Year 8 Contextual Research in Art and Design 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1

• Born: 19 January 1839 
• Death:– 22 October 1906 
• Education Collège Bourbon in Aix (now Collège 

Mignet)
• Subject Matter and Method: French artist 

and Post Impressionist painter whose work laid 
the foundations of the transition from the 19th-
century conception of artistic endeavour to a new 
and radically different world of art in the 20th 
century.

• Medium and Style: Painting

Paul
Cezanne

Maria 
Nepomuceno 

Still Life with Apples, 1890, 
oil on canvas

• Born: August 6th 1928, in Pennsylvania, USA. 
• Death: February 22nd 1987, in New York, USA
• Education: Carnegie Institute of Technology
• Medium and Style: Printmaking, Photography. One of 

the key artist of the Pop Art movement.
• Subject Matter and Method: Portraits and repetition 

of imagery.  Photographic layers used to create work 
using bold unrealistic colour.

Clam Chowder and Beef canvases 
from Campbell's Soup Cans, 1962

Andy 
Warhol

• Born: June 25th 1932, in Kent, England
• Education: Royal College of Art
• Medium and Style: Pop Art, Collage
• Subject Matter and Method: Peter Blake is an 

English Pop.  Blake is best known for his interest in 
images from the popular culture which infuse his 
collages. 

Who, 2019, Collage

Peter
Blake 
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KS3: Year 8 Design and Technology Core Knowledge
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You will investigate the impact and influence of Non Western Cultural on British 
Design

Japan, also previously known as the Empire of the Sun, was closed off to the West for 
centuries. The most significant cultural breakthrough of Japan occurred in 1853. 
Within 20 years, Japanese prints, screens and garments were sold and exchanged all 
over Western Europe and North America. In terms of fashion, Japan has since been a 
global trend-setter for decades and has a reputation for being at the cutting edge of 
the industry. We will explore how Paul Smith; a famous Nottingham Designer has 
been influenced by Japanese Culture and how is design brand is one of the most 
successful in the world. 

You will learn how to generate design ideas based on;
Avoiding Design Fixation.

Design Fixation means getting stuck on design idea. It is a design strategy which 
emphasis prototyping a design, testing it and collecting feedback to improve it further.  
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You will develop your skills and techniques to embellish and apply 
decorative finishes to a range of materials

You will develop your manufacturing skills and techniques by working with: 

• Natural and Synesthetic Fabric Dye
• Computer Aided Manufacture – The Laser Cutter
• Specifications to produce creative and safe products.
• Manufacturing Plans to assemble products safely.

You will learn practical skills and techniques to;
• Apply Cultural Embellishment
• Join a range of materials safely

You will explore how Japanese Textile skills and techniques to alter, adapt and 
manipulate a range of fabrics.
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How will Disruptive Technologies effect the future of Design?
1. Automation and Robotics
2. Computer Aided Design and Manufacture 

How will emerging technologies change the way in which goods are manufactured?  
Material Focus: Cotton and Fusible Fabric
Designer: Paul Smith, Issey Miyake
Art: Hokusai 
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Designers work with challenging Design Briefs and so will you!

Autumn 1: The Great British 
Make off!

Autumn 2 & Spring 1:  
Design and making a textile Mood 

Lamp

Paul Smith
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KS3: Year 8 Design and Technology Core Knowledge

Knowledge I will learn… Working with a range of finishes and decorative techniques Working with a range of finishes and decorative techniques

I must know….
• When to apply hand joining and decorative 

techniques
• How to use Sewing Machines with creativity and 

independence to create accurate seams.
• How to apply a colour finish with accuracy to 

fabric.
• How to manipulate materials to create 3D forms.

I must understand….
The properties of materials:
• Absorbency affects colour 
• Resistance effects the creation of pattern
• The characteristics of Woven/Bonded fabric 

Manufacturing skills and techniques   Designer & Brand Inspiration Product Evolution: The Anglepoise Lamp

Draw accurately in 3D

Sewing Machines to create secure 
seams and apply decoration

Dye Baths to apply colour 
and pattern to fabric 

Printing Blocks to apply 
texture and embellishment   

Assemble your product with 
confidence

Manipulating fusible/bonded fabric 
to create 3D forms

Shibori: Intricate dyeing technique 

Tie and Dye 
to create 
pattern

Solder electronic components to create a mood lamp 
Machine joining techniques - Seams

Embellishment
Sashiko and Block Printing  

We will take inspiration from traditional and modern 
Japanese  designers to create 3D products

Issey Miyake 
Leading Innovative Textile & Fashion Designer

In 1932 British automotive engineer 
George Carwardine develops a 

formula for a new type of spring. He 
discovers that pivoting arms 

supported by a sequence of these 
springs can be repositioned with the 

lightest touch yet will remain 
perfectly in place once released.

Assessment
Baseline Assessment: Autumn 1

MCQ’s & Practical Work: Autumn 2 & Spring 1  
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KS3: Year 8 Cyber Security and Digital Graphics

The Data Protection Act

• Personal data should be obtained and processed fairly and lawfully
• Personal data can be held only for specified and lawful purposes
• Personal data should be adequate, relevant and not excessive for the required 

purpose
• Personal data should be accurate and kept up-to-date
• Personal data should not be kept for longer than is necessary
• Data must be processed in accordance with the rights of the data subject
• Appropriate security measures must be taken against unauthorised access
• Personal data cannot be transferred to countries outside the EU unless the country 

has similar legislation to the Data Protection Act

What is data?

• Data is raw facts and figures. It is very valuable to businesses. 
• Data that may be collected online includes names, email addresses and bank details. 
• Businesses want your data so that they can sell it or use it to advertise products.

Threats
• Social engineering is a set of methods used by cybercriminals to deceive 

individuals into handing over information that they can use for fraudulent 
purposes.

• Hacking is gaining unauthorised access to or control of a computer system.
• DoS and DDoS are used to take systems or websites offline by flooding 

them with traffic. 
• DoS attacks are conducted by one computer, DDoS attacks are 

conducted by multiple computers. 
• Malware is software that is designed to gain access to your computer with 

malicious intent.
• Viruses are a malicious form of self-replicating software.
• Ransomware locks a computer, encrypts files, and prevents the user from 

being able to access their data.
• Spyware is unwanted software that monitors and gathers information on a 

person and how they use their computer.

Prevention
• Anti-malware is software that scans any file that can execute code. It 

quarantines files that have malicious intent. 
• A firewall checks incoming and outgoing network traffic. It scans the data 

to make sure it doesn’t contain anything malicious.

The Computer Misuse Act
The Computer Misuse Act punishes criminals who gain unauthorised access to systems 
and data. 
Section 1: Unauthorised access to computer material
Section 2: Unauthorised access with intent to commit or facilitate further offences
Section 3: Unauthorised access with intent to change or delete files or data.

Autumn 1 & Autumn 2 - Cyber Security
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KS3: Year 8 Cyber Security and Digital Graphics

Vector (raster) Graphics
• Vectors are made up of paths and points. 
• They are scalable which means that it doesn’t lose quality if made 

smaller or bigger. 
• The lines and the space in between the lines can have a colour 

value.
• File formats: .sgv .eps .pdf 

Bitmap Images
• Bitmap images are made up of pixels, each pixel is one colour.
• Any image taken using a camera would be a bitmap image. 
• If more pixels are used, the image quality will increase but so will 

the file size. 
• File formats: .gif .jpg .png .tiff .bmp

Using Photoshop

The Spot Healing Tool -
used to remove 
imperfections. 

Font Size Colour

Adding & editing text

Colour Outline Outline Thickness
Adding shapes

You can change the 
size of your brush 
to get finer detail.

The clone tool

Spring 1 - Digital Graphics
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